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To date, the Euler and the Navier-Stokes flow solvers for structured grids have pro­
gressed to a level where efficient aaid reliable resiilts can be routinely obtained on simple 
topologies. The main reason for the efficiency of the structiired solvers stems from the 
ease with which the numerical algorithms taJce advantage of the mesh data structure. On 
a structured grid, a cell control volimie is related to its neighboring cells by increasing 
or decreasing its own index number. While robust solutions czin be obtained on simple 
geometries, the same caimot be said for the solution of the structured grid solvers on 
complex geometries. A reasonable structured grid is difficult to obtain on a complex 
topology such as that encountered in turbomachinery and other multi-component ge­
ometries. Hence, resezirchers have resorted to more creative strategies by subdividing the 
computational domain into geometrically simpler zones on which manageable structured 
grids can be generated and eventually patched together [1], as seen in Figure 1.1. The 
procedure of using structured grid blocks to fit complex geometries does have shortcom­
ings due to the difficulties encotmtered in transferring flow information between various 
grids. Thus, patched grid solvers are complex to code and suffer from serious numeri­
cal distortions near the patched regions if proper conservation measures are not taiken 
especially near flow discontinuities. 
The desire to compute flows over complex and realistic aerodynamic geometries, and 
industry's quest for robust flow solvers have pushed the research commvmity to develop 
Figure 1.1 Two-dimensional, multiblock grid for three-element airfoil [1]. 
an alternative method to the structured grid solvers. For the past ten years, attention 
hais shifted towards developing flow solvers that utilize unstructured grid technology 
to circumvent the problems that have been encoimtered with structured solvers. In the 
unstructured grid approach, the computational domain is typically divided into triangles 
in two-dimensions and tetrahedra in three-dimensions. With the recent advances in 
imstructured grid generation, a mesh over a complete realistic geometry can be obtained 
with a relative ease. Examples of unstructured mesh over complex geometry are shown in 
Figures 1.2 and 1.3. The precise control of grid point placement and the inherent ability 
of the unstructured grid for refinement, coarsening, and adaption to flow features without 
adding extra unwanted mesh points elsewhere are advantages that the unstructured grid 
Figiire 1.2 Two-dimensional, unstructured grid over a multi-element airfoil [2]. 
solver has over its structured counterpart. Unfortunately, the indirect addressing in the 
unstructured cell control volume to its neighboring ceUs adds complexity and extra 
memory requirements to the flow solver. 
The imstructured methods are relatively new and a substantial amount of work is 
required to fully explore their potential. Many schemes and reliable algorithms that were 
implemented successfully on structured solvers are yet to be tested on unstructured 
flow solvers. The current advances in upwind differencing, implicit time integration, 
multigrid, parallel computing and mesh adaption methods applied to the unstructured 
flow solvers mcike the unstructured algorithms more suitable for solving geometrically 
complex real engineering problems with good accuracy at aji acceptable cost. 
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Figure 1.3 Three-dimensional, unstructured grid for a multi-element wing [3]. 
Figure 1.4 Hybrid two-dimensional structured-unstructured grid for low-speed aixial 
turbine [28]. 
1.2 Previous Work by Other Researchers 
Recently the calculation of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations on unstructured 
meshes have evolved significantly. The most popxilar domain discretization that has 
emerged is the use of triangular meshes in two-dimensions [4]-[lo] and tetrahedral meshes 
in three-dimensions [16]-[27]. There is yet another discretization that has spawned an in­
terest specially for computing viscous flows. This discretization combines the advantciges 
of structured and unstructured mesh solvers into a hybrid procedure by using structured 
grids near viscous walls, while the rest of the domeun is discretized using unstructured 
meshes [28]-[30]. Figure 1.4 depicts such a hybrid discretization for a rotor-stator turbine 
configuration. 
In general, the integral form of the flow equations have been discretized and im­
plemented on two grid topological schemes. The first is the cell-centered discretization 
6 
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Figure 1.5 2-D control volumes, a: ceU-centered, b: cell-vertex overlapped control 
volume, c: ceU-vertex median-dual control volimie. 
as shown in Figure 1.5-a. In the cell-centered approach, the control volume is the cell 
itself (triangles in two-dimensions or tetrahedra in three-dimensions) and the flowfield 
variables axe stored at the centroid of each cell. The second topological scheme is known 
CIS ceU-vertex or node-based discretization. In this approach, the flowfield variables are 
stored at the mesh vertices and the control volume is taken to be either a collection of 
all neighboring cells to a vertex as shown in Figure 1.5-b or part of the neighboring cells 
as shown in Figure 1.5-c. The former is used mostly with central-difference schemes 
and is known as an overlapping control-volume, while the latter has been implemented 
primarily with upwind schemes and is known as the median-dual control-volume. 
Both ceU-centered and ceU-vertex topologies have been implemented on either a 
central-difference discretization with explicit artificial dissipation terms or with upwind 
type discretizations. For central-difference schemes, extra dissipation terms are needed 
to suppress odd-even decoupling and to capture discontinuities. A blend of second-
order and forth-order difference terms used by Jameson [31] on structured quadrilateral 
meshes have been extended and implemented on unstructured grids by other researchers 
[4], [16] and [17]. One of the first flow solutions using an imstructured grid was reported 
by Jameson and Baker [16] for computing inviscid transonic flows over a complete air-
( 
craft configuration. They used a three-dimensional overlapping cell-vertex tetraiiedral 
grid and added dissipation terms to the centrally-differenced Euler equation to elimi­
nate the ocoirrence of undamped modes and to prevent oscillations near shocks. Later, 
Jameson and Mavriplis [4] solved the two-dimensional Euler equations on cell-centered 
control-volumes using a central-difference-like approximation and carefully constructed 
dissipation terms (by blending an undivided Laplacian operator and a bihannonic op­
erator) to obtain a second-order ax:curate solution in space, when the grid is smooth. 
Mavriplis [17] extended the above method to solve the three-dimensional Euler and 
Navier-Stokes equations. A fast convergence to steady-state was obtained by incorpo­
rating a mtiltigrid procedure. 
The success of characteristic-based upwind differencing on structxired meshes has 
resulted in the adoption of these methods for use on imstructured flow solvers. The 
distinct advantage of upwind methods is that they axe naturally dissipative so that ex­
plicit artificial dissipation is not needed. The upwind schemes have been developed using 
either flux-vector splitting (FVS) of Van Leer [32] or flux-difference splitting (FDS) of 
Roe [33].  The FDS scheme has shown to be less dissipative and easier to code than 
the FVS scheme. Batina [8] constructed two two-dimensional Euler flow solvers with an 
upwind-biased spatial discretization based on a flux-vector splitting and a flux-difference 
splitting using a cell-centered topology. Higher order spatial accuracy was attained by 
employing upwind-bicised interpolation of primitive variables similar to those which are 
used on structured grids, such as the MUSCL scheme [34]. Frink [23] solved the three-
dimensional Euler equations on cell-centered tetrahedral meshes using flux-difference 
splitting. He employed a weighted averaging strategy that interpolated flow variables 
from the center of the cell to the vertices and used these vertex values to compute the 
gradients within each cell. Gradients were used in conjunction with a linear recon­
struction process to compute variables at the faces of each cell. This linear reconstruc­
tion processes does not preserve monotonicity even though high-order solutions were 
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reported without the explicit use of limiters. The aforementioned methods captured 
shocks sharply; however, they did not guzirantee the absence of oscillations until Barth 
and Jesperson [10] presented their multi-dimensional flux limiter. They demonstrated 
that the reconstructed distribution in the control volume mxist be bounded by the max­
imum and the minimum of the neighboring control volumes. In References [21] and [25], 
Beirth extended the above method and solved the three-dimensional Euler and Navier-
Stokes equations by utilizing edge-based data structures for discretizing both the inviscid 
and viscous fluxes. 
The discretization of the flow equations in space transforms them into a set of coupled 
ordinciry differential equations that have the following form 
where Q is the set of conservative variables and Ri is the residual which contains the 
inviscid and viscous fluxes. These equations can be integrated in time using either 
explicit or implicit schemes. Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel [31] developed a second-
order time-accurate numerical solution of the Euler equations using a multi-stage Runge-
Kutta scheme. Mamy other researchers later employed this scheme for integrating the 
flow equations. Batina [7] solved the time-dependent Euler equations to determine 
the flow solution over a pitching airfoil and later over a full aircraft configuration in 
pitching and bending modes [19]. Mavriplis [5], Jameson et ad. [16] and Frink [23], 
among others, employed an explicit time integration in combination with local time 
stepping and residual smoothing to accelerate the convergence of the flow equations to 
steady state. 
The explicit algorithm has a step size that is limited by the Courant-Friedricks-Lewy 
(CFL) condition. Consequently, thousands of time step iterations are required to drive 
the solution to steady state convergence, even with the use of local time stepping and 
residueJ smoothing. Therefore, either implicit time integration or multigrid algorithms 
9 
are found to be attractive alternatives to explicit time integration. 
The implicit time integration scheme is numerically stable for very large CFL num­
bers, which allows larger time steps and faster convergence. Moreover, implicit time 
integration allows the selection of time steps that are baised on the temporal accuracy 
of the problem imder consideration rather than the numerical stability of the algorithm. 
The main disadvantage of the implicit time integration is that it requires more memory 
than the explicit scheme in addition to complexity in the algorithm coding. Batina 
in References [8] and [35], implemented an implicit time integration algorithm that in­
volved the Gauss-Seidel relaxation procedure and an upwind spatial discretization to 
obtain steady and unsteady flow solutions over aerodynamic bodies. .Anderson [24] 
solved the two- and three-dimensional Euler equations using a cell-centered upwind 
discretization with an implicit time marching scheme which utilizes point Jacobi and 
symmetric Gauss-Seidel iterations. Venkatakrishnan and Mavriplis [13] investigated the 
use of various implicit schemes on a two-dimensional unstructured mesh solver. They 
used the Generalized Minimum Residual (GMRES) technique with three different ma­
trix preconditioners; namely, incomplete lower-uper factorization (ILU), block diagonal 
factorization, and symmetric successive over-relaxation (SSOR). They found GMRES 
with ILU preconditioner to perform well eind the scheme was competitive in terms of 
CPU times with multigrid methods. Jorgenson and Fletcher [14] developed an implicit 
numerical scheme for internal viscous flows on unstructured grids using either a vector-
izable four-color block Gauss-Seidel relaxation or a conjugate-gradient-like method with 
a sparse matrix iterative solver. 
Traditional numericcil schemes are found to efficiently remove errors at wave-lengths 
comparable to the mesh size [36]. Thus, the philosophy behind the multigrid strategy is 
to eliminate a wide range of error frequencies by iterating on various grid sizes until most 
error frequencies are annihilated. The multigrid methods have already established their 
efficiency in obtaining steady state solutions of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations on 
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structured grids [37]-[39]. Therefore, they were naturally adopted by the unstructured 
mesh community as a way to accelerate the convergence of flow solutions on two- and 
three-dimensional unstructured meshes. Mavriplis [5] employed a multigrid algorithm 
on a sequence of completely unrelated coarse grids with an eflScient transfer mecha­
nism between the grids to accelerate the convergence of his explicit central-difference 
Euler solver. Pcirthasarathy and Kallinderis in References [40] and [41] used a multi-
grid algorithm on their vertex-based explicit three-dimensional Euler solver and later on 
a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver. They employed successive overlapped coarse 
meshes by using the parent cells of an adopted fine mesh. With this strategy, they elim­
inated the complicated task of inter-grid interpolations. The use of multigrid methods 
complicates algorithm coding and adds more requirements on memory availability and 
use. These diflaculties however, axe offset by the speed at which the algorithm converges. 
It is well known that time-marching density-based algorithms are the method of 
choice for high-speed flows. However, at low subsonic Mach nimabers the efliciency of 
these algorithms degrade rapidly as the ratio of acoustic speeds to convective particle 
speeds increases in the inviscid flow regions, and as the disparity between the inviscid 
and viscous time scales grow wide in the viscous dominated (low cell Reynolds number) 
flow regions . The convergence difiSculties axe due to an inappropriate structure of the 
algorithm rather than the physics of the governing equations. At low Mach nimibers, 
the wide disparity in the magnitude of the eigenvalues create a stiff system, resulting in 
the need for incompressible formulations. 
The incompressible equations axe a mixed set of eUiptic-paxabolic equations. The 
main difficulty in solving the incompressible equations is the decoupling between the 
pressure and the velocity fields. Fundamentally, there axe three incompressible formu­
lations that are in common use. They zire the vorticity-stream function approach, the 
pressure-based approach, and the artificial compressibility method. In the vorticity-
stream function approach, the velocity components are replaced with the vorticity and 
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stream function cis dependent variables. As a result, the mixed elliptic-parabolic two-
dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations axe separated into one parabolic 
equation and one elliptic equation. These equations axe normally solved using a time-
marching procedure. To solve for the pressure field, a Poisson equation for the pressure 
is developed from the momentum equations. Unfortunately, the vorticity-stream func­
tion method has no simple extension to the three-dimensional flows. Furthermore, in 
many cases the vorticity boimdary conditions at the walls are difficult to specify. 
In the pressure-based approach such as SIMPLER [42], a Poisson equation for pres­
sure is developed from the continuity and the momentimi equations. The method con­
sists of ein iterative procedure between the velocity and the pressure fields. First, the 
pressure field is guessed. Then, the velocity field is solved by treating the pressxire 
field as a source to the momentum equations. However, the residting velocity field does 
not satisfy continuity. Therefore, the velocity is corrected using a Poisson pressure-
correction equation. This overall procedure is then repeated until a converged solution 
is achieved [42]. 
The artificial compressibility method proposed by Chorin [43] couples the continuity 
and the momentum equations via the introduction of a pseudo-time derivative of pressure 
to the continuity equation. The standard time-maxching schemes used on compressible 
equations axe used to advaxice the solution to steady-state by iterating in pseudo-time. 
In many practical and important classes of engineering problems, mixed flow regimes 
of very low Mach nimabers embedded in a region of high Mach number flow exist. There­
fore, the traditional incompressible formulations cannot be used and the time-marching 
density-based schemes sxiffer from convergence deterioration. The low Mach nimaber 
preconditioning method has been used as a remedy to the ill-conditioned time-marching 
density-based algorithms. Hence, preconditioning extends the applicability of the high­
speed flow algorithms into the very low Mach number flow regions by rescaling the 
eigenvalues of the governing equations to the same order of magnitude. 
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Low Mach. preconditioning studies have been reported on structured flow solvers by 
maay researchers, including Turkel [44], Van Leer [45], Choi and Merkle [46], Chen and 
Fletcher [47], and Chen and Shuen [48], among others. Choi and Merkle [46], and later 
Feng [49], demonstrated Mach number-independent convergence of the Euler equations 
for Mach numbers as low as 10~®. The extension to low Mach number viscous flows 
(low Reynolds number) was presented by Choi and Merkle [46]. They provided a mech­
anism in which simultaneous control of the viscous and inviscid time scaJes is ensiired 
to attain rapid convergence at low Reynolds nimibers. Fletcher and Chen [47] devel­
oped amother viscous low Mach number preconditioner and applied it to an unsteady 
finite-difference solver using a coupled, strongly-implicit-procedure (SEP) for solving the 
Navier-Stokes equations. This method is unlike the one developed by Merkle in that it 
uses the reference Mach number instead of local Mach numbers in rescaling the eigenval­
ues. Recently, Buelow [50] demonstrated the power of preconditioning in reducing the 
numerical stiffiiess of approximately factored implicit schemes due to the use of large grid 
aspect ratios. Buelow's study made extensive use of the Von Neumann vector stability 
analysis to study the numerical damping properties of the central-difference Alternate 
Direct Implicit (ADI) scheme, upwind ADI scheme, point Gauss-Seidel scheme (PCS), 
line Gauss-Seidel scheme (LGS) and 4-stage Runge-Kutta scheme (RK-4) in the presence 
of high ceU aispect ratios, low Mach numbers, ajid low Reynolds numbers. 
To date, most of the work on preconditioning has been applied to structured algo­
rithms. Very little work has been reported on unstructured schemes [14] and [52], and 
almost none on implicit upwind unstructured flow solvers. Moreover, no results from 
three-dimensionzil preconditioned structured or unstructured algorithms have been re­
ported in the literature. Jorgensen [14] applied the preconditioning matrix developed 
by Fletcher and Chen [47] to a two-dimensioned cell-centered, central-difference time-
implicit unstructured Navier-Stokes flow solver. Ramin [51] utilized a preconditioner 
similar to that presented by Choi and Merkle [46] to accelerate the convergence of his 
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two-dimensional explicit, cell-centered, central-difference, Navier-Stokes solver at low 
Mach numbers. Weiss and Smith [52] developed a low Mach ninnber preconditioning 
that was applied to steady and unsteady flows on an three-dimensional explicit, cell-
centered, upwind, unstructured flow solver. However, only two-dimensional results were 
reported. 
Tables 1.1 and 1.2 give an overview of the current two-dimensioned ajid three-dimensional 
unstructured flow solvers for cell-centered and cell-vertex schemes. Both central-difference 
and upwind algorithms axe also classified in the two tables. 
1.3 Scope of the Present Research 
The purpose of this work is to formulate a scheme to solve the Euler and Navier-
Stokes equations on unstructured meshes while incorporating some of the recent advances 
in low-Mach number preconditioning, implicit £ind explicit time-integrations, and upwind 
algorithms. The research presented here is motivated by the following considerations 
• The desire to obtain flow solutions over complex geometries. 
• Obtaining a second-order accTirate flow solution throughout the computational 
domain at the steady-state. 
• Provide monotone and sharp resolution shocks in high-speed flows. 
• Minimise data storage by using efficient data structures. 
• Minimization of data storage without compromising algorithm speed. 
• Provide performance compeirisons between explicit and implicit algorithms. 
• Enhance the performance of the Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions at low-Mach 
number flows, hence, extending the applicability of the algorithm to a wider range 
of flow conditions. 
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Table LI Cell-centered unstructured Euler/Navier-Stokes flow solvers 
2D 3D 
1. Mavriplis: [5] 
(Explicit, Euler) 
1. Peraire et al. : [53] 
(Euler, FEM, Explicit) 
Central-
difference 
2. Torsen: [29] 
(Hybrid grid, Explicit) 
3. Jorgenson: [14] 
(Euler-NS, Implicit, Low Mach 
number preconditioning) 
4. Ram in: [51] 
(NS, Explicit, Low Mach 
nimiber preconditioning) 
1. Batina: [8] 
(FVS-FDS, Euler, Implicit, 
Explicit) 
1. Batina: [18] 
(FVS-FDS, Euler, Explicit, 
Implicit) 
2. Barth: [10], [11] 
(FDS, Euler) 
2. Frink: [23], [26] 
(FDS, Euler-NS, Explicit, Implicit) 
Upwind 
3. Hase: [54] 
(FVS, Euler, Implicit) 
3. Kyle: [24] 
(FVS, Elder, Implicit) 
4. Curtis: [27] 
(NS, Explicit, Implicit) 
5. Weiss: [52] 
(FDS, Euler-NS, Explicit, 
Low Mach number precondition) 
6. Rainin: [51] 
(FDS, NS, ImpUcit) 
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1. Mavriplis: [6], [13] 
(OVCV, Explicit, Implicit, 
Euler-NS) 
2. Batina: [7] 
(OVCV, Explicit, Euler) 
3. Holmes: [12] 
(M-dual, Eider-NS, Explicit) 
1. Mavriplis: [17] 
(OVCV, Euler, Explicit) 
2. Batina: [19] 
(OVCV, Explicit, Euler) 
3. Jameson: [16] 
(OVCV, Explicit, Euler) 
4. Kallinderis: [41] 
(M-dual, Euler-NS, Explicit) 
Upwind 
1. Batina: [7] 
(M-dual, FVS, Euler, Explicit) 
2. Giles: [9] 
(M-dual, Euler, Explicit) 
3. Barth: [10], [11] 
(M-dual, Euler) 
4. Fezoui: [55] 
(M-dual, Euler, Implicit) 
1. Barth: [21], [25] 
(M-dual, FDS, Euler-NS, 
Implicit) 
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• Evaluate the effects of low Mach number preconditioning on the explicit and im­
plicit time integration schemes. 
With the above considerations in mind, two- and three-dimensional Euler and Navier-
Stokes flow solvers for imstructured meshes have been developed. The cell-vertex, 
median-dual, finite volume technique is utilized for the discretization of the compu­
tational domain. This formulation provides significantly more isotropic numerical ap­
proximation of the fluxes and less computational time than that of the ceU-centered 
approach [56]. To capture shocks sharply, the flux-difference-splitting upwind scheme is 
implemented with the use of high-order reconstruction strategy cind multidimensional 
flux-limiter to provide monotonic solutions. Efl&cient numerical addressing is attained 
by the use of an edge-data structure in a two-dimensional topology, while face-data 
structure is used in the three-dimensional topology to minimize storage reqmrements. 
Rapid convergence to steady state is attained by implementing local time-stepping and 
residual-smoothing on the time-explicit algorithm in two- and three-dimensional prob­
lems. As an alternative to the explicit scheme, time-implicit scheme for two-dimensional 
problems is also developed. The time-derivative low Mach number preconditioning is 
fineiUy implemented on the above upwind formulations to extend the applicability of the 
current algorithm to a wider range of flow conditions. 
As Cein be seen in Tables 1.1 and 1.2, the majority of the unstructured Euler/Navier-
Stokes algorithms have been implemented using a ceU-centered control volume approach. 
This is particulaxly true for three-dimensional topology. Therfore, the current research 
will provide further data on the capabilities of the cell-vertex upwind approach in two-
and three-dimensional problems. 
Furthermore, very little has been reported on the implementation of preconditioning 
on unstructured upwind algorithms. In fact, to the best of the author's knowledge, no 
work has been reported on the implementation of preconditioning to implicit upwind 
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algorithms on unstructured meshes. In this work, an algorithm that utilizes the time-
derivative low Mach niimber preconditioning, similar to the one devised by Choi and 
Merkle [46], has been developed for an implicit, upwind algorithm on unstructured 
meshes. 
Its should also be noted that there is very little work reported on the implementation 
of preconditioning on upwind eilgorithms for structured meshes as well. Hence, the 
current work should provide some reference on the behavior of preconditioning with 
upwind algorithms in the context of explicit and implicit time integrations. Finally, in 
this research an alternative implicit scheme is developed for two-dimensional meshes and 
has been tested with and without preconditioning. 
A similar but different approach to the current research is reported in Reference [52]. 
However, this work differs in the following ways: in Reference [52] the ceU-centered 
approach is utilized, whereas in this research the cell-vertex control-volume approach is 
used. The preconditioned matrix in the current work is different than that used in [52]. 
Finally, the preconditioning in this research is developed for explicit and implicit time 
integrations while in [52], the preconditioning is implemented for explicit time integration 
only. 
The detailed development of this research is presented in the succeeding chapters. 
Chapter 2 introduces the goverrdng equations and the non-dimensionalizations used in 
this work. Chapter 3 presents the development of the finite-volume algorithm on the 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional unstructured meshes. The spatial and the tem­
poral discretizations are also given in Chapter 3 along with the appropriate boimdary 
conditions. In Chapter 4, the time-derivative low Mach number preconditioning is in­
troduced and the development of the inviscid and viscous preconditioning formulations 
are given. Chapter 5 presents some two-dimensional model problems which demonstrate 
the current algorithm's ability to solve flows over a wide range of conditions. Chapter 
6 presents the three-dimensional test cases to illustrate the current algorithm's ability 
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to solve practical problems. In Chapter 7, the conclusions drawn from this research ajad 
recommendations for further rese<irch on the current subject are discussed. 
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2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
2.1 Navier-Stokes Equations 
The fluid motion is governed by the time-dependent three-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equations. For an ideal gas, compressible, Newtonian fluid in the absence of external 
forces, the strong conservation form of the Navier-Stokes equations are given by 
dQ dEi dFi dGi 
dt dx ^ dy dz 
dEy dFy dGv 
+ ^ + dx dy dz 








and Ei, Fi and Gi are the inviscid fluxes defined by 
Ei = 
pu pv pw 
pu^ +p pvu pwu 
puv Fi = pv^ + p Gi = pwv 
puw pvw pw^ + p 
u { p  +  p e t )  v ( p  + p e t )  w { p  + p e t )  
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The viscoiis fluxes Ev, Fv cind Gv axe defined as 
E,= 
' X X  
Txz 
y-Txx + VTry + WTj:2 — 
F„ = 
l y x  
• y y  
>yz  
^Tyx + UT-yy + 'WTyz — qy 
Gv = 
• z y  
UTzx + UTzy + u;r„ - q. 
where the heat fluxes are given by Fourier's law for heat transfer by conduction 
, dT 
, dT 
= -'"s^  
, dT 
=  - k j ;  





2 . du dv dw 
3^ dx dy dz 
2 .^dv du dw 
3^ "dy dx dz 
3^ dz dx dy 
du dv 
^ d y ' ^ d x  
, du dw, 
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dv dw. 
Tyx — Txy 
— TV* 
~zy — Tyz 
The laminar viscoiisity fj, is computed using Sutherland's formula 
CiT'2 
'' " (r + Cz) 
where for air, the constants Ci = 1.458 x 10"®; and C2 = IIQAK. The primitives 
p, p, T, u, V, and w axe the static presstire, density, temperature and the three Caxtesian 
velocity components. Using the perfect geis assumption the pressure is calculated from 
the equation of state 
p =  ( 7 - l ) p e  
where 7  = 1.4 for air. The thermal conductivity, k, of a fluid is determind from the 
Prandtl number {Pr = .72) which is eissimied to be constant in the present study 
k = ^ 
Pr 
where Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure and is computed for a perfect gas using 
the following relation 
r -
(7-1) 
The gas constant, R, is assumed equal to 287^ for air. 
2.2 Nondimensional Form of The Navier-Stokes Equations 
The governing fluid dynamic equations shown previously axe nondimensionalized to 
improve the accuracy of the solution. This procedure allows the solution to be inde­
pendent of any system of units and also helps to reduce the sensitivity of the numerical 
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aJgorithm to rotind-ofF-errors. The governing equations are nondimensionaJzed with re­
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(7 - l)Ml 
T U 2  
where the nondimensional quantities are indicated by asterisks (*) and the reference 
quantities axe indicated by subscript r. The refrence length Ir is used in defining the 
Reynold number 
f^r 
and the reference laminar viscosity fir is computed using the reference temperature Tr-
Substituting the nondimensional quantities into the governing equations and drop­
ping the eisterisks for convenience result in the following equations 
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dQ dEi dFi dGi dE^, 5F„ dO, 
dt dx dy ^ dz dx dy dz 
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Gv = 
• z y  






(7 — l)M^RePr dx 
H ^ 
( 7  —  l)M^RePr dy 
H dT 
•(7-l)M^i?ePr dz 
_ 2 fi du dv dw 
" 3 Re dx dy dz 
_ 2 fj. .^dv du dw 
_ 2 fj, , ,jdw du dv 
3 Re " dz dx dy 
_ fJ- ,du dv 
Re dy'^dx 
fj, du dw, 
_ y- ,dv dw 
^yr ~ 
2^X — TVz 
"^zy — Tyz 
The system of Navier-Stokes equations is simplified to a system of Euler equations if 
heat conduction and viscous dissipation can be neglected. The unsteady Euler equations 
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are a set of hyperbolic equations while the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations aie a mixed 
set of hyperbolic-parabolic equations. Therefore, time marching algorithms axe used to 
advance the solution in time using discrete time steps. 
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3 THEORETICAL FORMULATION AND SOLUTION 
PROCEDURE 
3.1 Unstructured Grid Geometry 
As mentioned Chapter 1, the computational domain in the present study has been 
divided into triangular cells for two-dimensional geometries and tetrcihedral cells for 
three-dimensional geometries. These tessellations of the computational domain provide 
a flexibility in generating grids over very complex topologies and provide a natural 
environment for adopting the mesh to local flow features such as shocks. 
3.1.1 The Computational Control-Volume 
The median-dual cell-vertex control-volume approach, which stores the flow vaxiables 
at the vertices of the mesh, is used in the current work. In two-dimensions, the median-
dual is formed by connecting the center of each of the triangidar elements that share 
the vertex of the control-volxmie to the mid-point of the edge which shares the two 
neighboring elements as shown in Figure 3.1. The same concept can be extended to 
define the three-dimensional mediaa-dual control-volumes. However, the visualization 
of median-duals in three-dimensional situation is not easy and the construction process 
of three-dimensional median-duals requires further clarification. 
In three-dimensions, the mediaji-dual is a union of the portions of all the tetraliedrons 
that share the vertex of the dual-cell. This construction is determined by first dividing 







Figure 3.1 2-D median-dual control-voiume 
tetraiiedrons as shown in Figure 3.2. Each one of these smaller tetrahedrons will then 
consist of an original tetrahedron face and the centroid point cfl. The faces of median-
duals connect the centroid of the tetrahedron cfl, the center of one of the tetrahedron 
face c/1 and the mid-points of the face edges eel, ce2, and ce3 as shown in Figure 3.3. 
Note that, the figure shows only three faces of the three-dimensional median-duals that 
are formed arround vertices a, b and c. 
The solution process of the finite volume formulation consists of flux evaluations, 
which are typically performed by traversing edges in 2-D cases or faces in 3-D cases, 
followed by a solution phase, which is performed by a loop over the cell vertices in 
cell-vertex scheme and over the cells themselves in ceU-centered scheme. Since in un­
structured meshes the number of control-volumes exceeds that of the mesh vertices, 
less computational time is usually required during the solution phase for the cell-vertex 
scheme than for the ceU-centered scheme. Hammond and Barth [56] also argued that the 





I V ctl 
Figure 3.2 Construction of 3-D median-dual control-volume 
Ctl 
a 
Figure 3.3 The three faces of 3-D median-dual that axe associated with a given mesh 
face a-b-c. 
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orientation since dueil cells have more sides than triangular cells. For three-dimensional 
topologies, the mmiber of edges in a mesh is less th«in the number of mesh faxres. This 
property can be used to further save computational effort in flux evaluations when the 
cell-vertex scheme is used by traversing the mesh edges instead of traversing the mesh 
faces. This strategy is not possible with cell-centered schemes. It should be noted how­
ever, that the savings in CPU time due to flux calcnlation via traversing the edges of the 
mesh will come at the expense of the algorithm memory requirements. This is mainly 
due to the variable number of dual faces that share an edge. As a result, an edge-data 
stnictiire wUl include some imused entries in the edge-data connectivity matrix. In the 
face-data structure, the number of dual-faces are known, since each mesh face is associ­
ated with three dual-faces on the left and three dual-faces on the right. For this reason, 
in the current work the face-data structure is utilized in the explicit three-dimensional 
scheme. Unfortxmately, for implicit algorithms, in three-dimensions additional informa­
tion than what is provided by the face-data structure is required. This diflSculty is due 
to the fact that simple and direct connectivity to a median-dual face between a vertex 
and a neighboring point is not available in the face-data structure. Therefore, for the 
three-dimensional implicit algorithms edge-data structure is preferred. 
3.1.2 Grid Data Structure 
Unlike structured grids where the grid points are related to each other by an incre­
ment or decrement of their indices, in unstructured grids the mesh points axe related by 
some sort of connectivity that relates a mesh vertex to its neighboring vertices and the 
elements that shcire that vertex. 
In the present work, for two-dimensional meshes, the edge-data structure is used to 
establish the connectivity. The edge-data structure relates the edge entry address to 
the addresses of the two vertices which constitute that edge and the addresses of the 
two neighboring points to the left and right of the edge, as shown in Figure 3.4-a. This 
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j+Nedge 
Figure 3.4 Numerical addressing, a: edge-data structure for 2-D 
meshes, b: face-data structure for 3-D meshes. 
connectivity caxi be contained in the foUwoing 2-D axray 
igTid[\,J) = lul 
igrid{2^ J) = iv2 
igrid{3, J) = Ip 
igrid{4^ J) = rp 
where zul and iv2 represent the addresses of the first and the second points of edge J, 
while Ip and rp are the addresses for the left and right points to the edge J. The edge-
data structxire is used when the numerical fluxes are to be computed. The two edges of 
the median-dual that branch out of the edge J axe nimibered j for the left triangle and 
j + Nedge for the right triangle, where Nedege is the total number of edges in a given 
mesh. 
In three-dimensional meshes, the face-data structure is used in the cxirrent work 
when the nimierical fluxes are collected. The face-data structure relates the face of each 
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tetrahedron to three vertices which constitute that face, eind to two points to the left auid 
right of the face as shown in Figure 3.4-b. The face data-structure is aJso represented 
by a 2-D eirray 
igrid{l^J) = iv\ 
igrid{2, J) = iv2 
igrid{Z, J) = iv3 
igrid{A, J) = Ip 
igrid[o. J) = rp 
where ivl, iv2 and ivZ axe the three vertices that make up the face J, while Ip and rp 
axe the addresses for the left and right point to the face J. During the flux calculation 
phcise, a loop is constructed by cycling through all of the faces in the mesh. As each 
face is visited, the fluxes are gathered from the three median-dual faces to the left and 
right of the face and assigned appropriately to the corresponding vertices (zul, iv2, zu3) 
that constitute that face. 
3.1.3 Mesh Generation 
The unstructured meshes generated in the current work belong to two different cate­
gories. The first is referred to in this work by pseudo-unstructured meshes, in which 2-D 
or 3-D structured grids axe initially generated and later tessellated to form ein unstruc­
tured mesh. In two-dimensions a quadrilateral element of a structured grid is tessellated 
into two triangular elements, while in three-dimensions a hexahedral element is subdi­
vided into six tetrahedrons, as shown in Figure 3.5. The use of pseudo-unstructured 
meshes in this reseaxch has been very useful during the code diagnostic phase, and al­
lowed direct comparison with structured algorithm solution on the same grid. Moreover, 
highly stretched meshes can be generated using the pseudo-unstructured grid approach 
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Figure 3.5 3-D pseudo-unstructured mesh: Hexahedra is tessellated into 
six tetraiiedrons 
which allowed performajice evaiuation of the current algorithm under sever geometric 
distortion. 
The second unstrcutured mesh generation category used is referred to by true un­
structured grids. For two-dimensionaJ topology, an in-house developed interactive un­
structured mesh generation algorithm is used [28]. This grid generator utilizes the 
advancing front scheme followed by a smoothing procedure to help reduce any abrupt 
changes in triangular element areas and to produce a smoothly varying grid. 
3.2 The Finite-Volume Formulation 
The equations governing the compressible fluid flow given in Chapter 2 can be written 
in an integral form for a fixed control-volume, V, and boimdary, S, as 
j^Hinv-ndS = • h dS (3.1) 
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where the inviscid flux is given by Hinv = Ei i + Fi j + Gi k and the viscous flux is given 
by Hvis = Eyi + F„ j + Gv k. The unit vector normeJ to the control-volume surface and 
directed out of the control-volume is ra, and is given by 
h = nj:i + ny j + n, k (3.2) 
The finite-volimie formulation starts by dividing the computational domain into a 
large number of small control-volimies. In the present study triangular cells are used for 
dividing the computational domain in two-dimensional cases while for three-dimensional 
cases the domain is subdivided using tetrahedral cells. The control-volimaes are then es­
tablished as defined previously. Applying the above integral formula and approximating 
the solution by an average value over each of the control-volume cells result in a set of 
coupled ordinary-differential equations (ODEs), which are solved by maxching in time. 
The coupled ordinary-differential equations can be then written in a discretized form as 
-^Vi + x: [HiJ. = Yi P™),- (3.3) jii ,=i 
where and are the inviscid and the viscous fluxes at the j-face of the 
median-dual control-volume, V,-. The discretized Equation 3.3 gives a volume-averaged 
conservative solution of Q. This solution conserves the inviscid and viscous fluxes in 
and out of each control-volume cell. The finite-volume scheme that solves Equation 3.3 
consists of three steps: solution reconstruction process, flux evaluation and time evo­
lution. The first two steps are discussed in the spatial discretization section, while the 
time evolution step is presented in the temporal discretization section. 
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3.3 Spatial Discretization 
3.3.1 Inviscid Fluxes 
The inviscid fluxes axe computed ax:ross the dual-volume faces using an upwind 
scheme. However, for the purpose of completeness the central-difference algorithm is 
also described. The flux-difference-splitting (FDS) upwind scheme of Roe [33] is chosen 
in this work over the fiux-vector-splitting (FVS) scheme of Van Leer [32] since FDS 
scheme is less dissipative and easier to code than FVS scheme. 
The upwind FDS scheme evaluates the nimierical fluxes on the control-volume faces 
by determining an approximate solution to the Riemann initial-value-problem. The flux-
difFerence-splitting scheme is based on the interaction of the neighboring states at either 
side of the dual-faces. The accuracy with which these states axe determined impacts the 
accuracy of the flux computations. The flux-difference-splitting discretization accounts 
for the local wave-propagation characteristics of the flow, and captures shock waves 
sharply. Moreover, the FDS scheme is naturally dissipative and consequently does not 
require additional artificial dissipation terms as in the case of the centeral-difference type 
discretization. 
The upwind inviscid flux computations involve the summation of convective-fluxes 
across the faces of the median-duals. For a given j-face, the numerical invicid flux [H, 
is written as 
IHinJi = + f) - I A I («« - Q'-)] . |<iS|. (3.4) 
where and are the state variables to the right and to the left of the control-volume 
face-j (see Figure 3.6) and they are determined by using a piecewise linear polynomial 
reconstruction. The inviscid fluxes f-^ and axe evaluated using the conservative state 
variables amd and are given by 
f = (^Ei i + Fi j + Gi kj • ( tI:^ i + riy j + n, (3.5) 
a. b. 
Figure 3.6 Inviscid flux evaluation on the median-dual faces for, a: 2-D triangluar 
mesh, and b: 3-D tetrahedral mesh. 
the term dS is the area vector of the interface j, and is given by 
absolute sign indicate that the Jacobian matrix is evaluated using the Roe-averaged flow 
variables and at the absolute value of the characteristic speeds. The evaluation of the 
flux Jacobian matrix using Roe-averaged variables rather than arithmetic means of the 
left and right variables is due to their attractive ability in resolving stationary shocks 
at no extra computational expense. Using the left and right states the Roe-averaged 
variables are give by 
dS = Sx i + Sy j + Sz k (3.6) 
where dS . is the dual-face area magnitude (in 2-D . is dual-face length magnitude). 
The flux Jacobian matrix | A | is given by ^ (see Appendix A). The tilde and the 
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" ~ Z 
V = ^ (3-7) 
W - -
- h ^ y / ^ + h f y f ^  
- z 
where Z = -f yf^. 
i  I —  
3 Q  
I A 1= P |A| P-' (3.8) 
The Atix Jacobian | A |= ^ in Equation 3.4 is defined by 
where |A| is a diagonal-matrix whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of | A |. The 
matrices P and P~^ are the right and left eigenvectors, respectively, that diagonaiize the 
Jacobian | A |. The characteristic speeds (eigenvalues) of the fliix Jacobian are given by 
A i  =  V - h  
A2 = V - h  
A3 = V - h  
A4 = V - h + c 
As = V - h — c 
where c is the speed of sound. With the above definition of the flux Jacobians the 
inviscid flux can now be rewritten as 
= i[(f'' + f')-P|A|P-'(Q«-(3')] • |<i5|. (3.9) 
[Hin.1, = |[(f'' + f'^)-P|A|iW] • |dS|. 
where the terms P, P~^ and are defined in Appendix A for two- and three-
dimensions. 
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The right «ind left conservative state variables are reconstructed using the high-order 
scheme introduced by Baxth and Jespersen [10]. In this scheme, a second-order piecewise-
linear reconstruction of the conservative states at each of the duals faces is achieved by 
expanding the solution with a Taylor-series in the neighborhood of each control-volume 
vertex {Xo, Yg, Zg). Hence, at a dual-volume face, Q is given by 
Qface = Qo + (p {^Qo - rg) (3.10) 
where fo is the vector extending from the control-volume vertex to the center of the 
interface and <f> is the flux limiter. The gradient VQo at the dual-volume vertex is 
assumed to be constant over the volume aind is approximated using the Green-Gauss 
formula 
VQo = / QdS (3.11) 
"an 
where Vn is the volume of the domain on which the closed-surface integration is per­
formed. In the current ajialysis, this volume is taJcen to be the overlapping control-
volume as shown for a two-dimensional case in Figure 3.7. The discretized form of the 
above equation will then be the stmi of the surface integral over the faces that make up 
the overlapping control-volumes and is given by 
^Qo = ^^QmdSra (3.12) 
^ m=l 
where the value of Qm is averaged at the center of the m-face. In two-dimensions, the m-
face of an overlapped control-volume is an edge. Therefore, Qm is the the average of the 
sum of Q for the two points that make an edge, as shown in Figure 3.7. Consequently, 
in two-dimensions the above equation can be rewritten as 
E Qnz (Ay„ J-- j) (3.13) 
m=l 
With the use of high-order reconstruction, the solution neax shock waves exhibits os­




Figure 3.7 2-D cell-vertex control-volume 
a monotonic solution. Note that if 6 were set equal to zero then a first-order spacial 
discretization is produced. The idea behind Earth's flux limiter is that the reconstructed 
function at the duad-faces must be bounded by the majcimimi and minimum values of 
the neighboring vertices and the value of the control-volvime vertex itself. To do this, 
the minimum and the maximum values are first determined as foUows, 
g^m.n _ Qneighbors) 
g^mox _ Qneighbors) 
and then, the condition ^ Qo Qo^'^ is required to be satisfied. Therefore, 
the limiter, 0, is determined in the following manner 
where the denominator term, [Qk — Qo)- .  is equal to the non-limited term (V(5o . fo)-
min (l, , ifQk- Q o > 0  
Ook = - min (l, , if Q k - Q o <0 m (3.14) 
I i f  Qk - Q o  =  ^  
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The limiter at the cell vertex, (j>Q, is thereafter constructed by taking the minimum of 
the values of (t>oki hence, 
This strategy reduces the gradient in aU directions simultaneously and drives the 
solution to a first-order spatial accuracy. Unfortunately, the discontinuous natiire of this 
limiter can also hinder the steady-state convergence. One way to remedy this problem is 
to freeze the value of the limiter at each vertex arfter a certain point in the convergence, 
and store them for use in the subsequent iterations. This allows the residual to converge 
to machine zero. 
Aftosmis [57] suggested that a less dissipative limiter can be constructed by limiting 
the part of the gradient VQo normal to the siirface (in 3-D) or to the edge (in 2-D) of 
the cell volimie about which the gradient is computed. This is done by first resolving 
the gradient into components normal, n, and tangential, i, to the surface of the cell 
This type of directionalAxvDitQX is found to enhance the convergence by an additional 
order of magnitude over Earth's limiter. However, the non-difierentiable nature of this 
limiter will also hamper the convergence of the upwind algorithm to steady-state. In 
1993, Venkatakrishnan [58] introduced a new limiter that enhamces convergence at the 
expense of strict monotonicity near strong shocks. The Venkatakrishnan limiter is not 
covered in this work. Interested readers are refered to reference [58]. 
In the centeral-difference-like scheme, the inviscid flux on a dual-volume face is the 
average of the fluxes to the left and to the right of the face 
<t>o = Tnin{6ok) k = 1,..., nk 
VQo = {'VQo-n)h + {'VQo-i)i 
then limiting only the normal gradient component as follow 
VQo = 0 (VQo • n)n-h (VQo • f)i 
(3.15) 
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In regions of smooth flow, the non-dissipative inviscid fluxes reqxiire only a fourth-
order artificial dissipation term to control the nimaerical oscillations. However, in the 
vicinity of a shock wave an additional stronger dissipative term is needed for capturing 
the shock in a supercritic<d flow condition. Therefore, for central-difference schemes, 
a blending of a biharmonic dissipation term for subcritical flows and an undivided-
Laplacian term for supercritical flows axe added [5]. 
The fourth-order biharmonic dissipation term {FOD) is constructed by first com­
puting the the imdivided-Laplacian operator at each cell-vertex 
VU = EiQk-Qo]  (3.16) 
k=l 
followed by the sum of the differences of the Laplacian operators to form the fourth-order 
undivided difference 
FOD = (3.17) 
where 62, is an empirically determined coefficient. Usually, its value is set between 
and jig. The term ^ is a scaling parameter that represents the maximum eigenvalue 
of the Euler equations in the direction normal to the faces of the dual control-voltune. 
Hence, 
= j:{\Vj.dSi\+Ci\dS^\} (3.18) 
j=i 
The second-order undivided-Laplacian dissipation term (SOD) that is used for cap­
turing shocks is constructed as 
SOD = (3.19) 
where £1 is another empirically determined coefficient that normally takes on the value 
P ~"P 1 
while the term —— is the imdivided-Laplacian in pressure, used herein as a 
switch mechanism to allow the second-order disipative term to be active near shocks 
only. The total dissipation term, therefore is a combination of Equations 3.17 and 3.19. 
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3.3.2 Viscous Fluxes 
The viscous fluxes axe eilso computed across the median-dual faces. For a given dual 
face-j, the discrete form of the viscous flux is given by 
where the bar over the viscous fluxes Ev, and G„ indicates that an average value 
of the left and the right state on both sides of the dual-face are used for evaluating 
these fluxes. An essential element in. evaluating the viscous fluxes is computing the 
first-derivatives of u, u, w, and T at the dual-faces. 
In the current implementation, the first-derivatives are obtained by applying the 
gradient theorem on the triangular cell (for 2-D cases) or tetrahedral cell (for 3-D cases) 
that surrounds the targeted dual-face. In doing so, the first-derivatives are assimaed to 
be constant over each cell. Figure 3.7 illustrates the two-dimensional triangular cell 
(a-i-b) used in evaluating |j. 
As mentioned above, the first-derivatives are defined using the gradient theorem. For 
example, the first-derivatives of u are given by 
= (Ev  i -^-Fy j + Gv • (5r i + Sy j + Sz (3.20) 
Rewriting the above gradient, in a discretized approximate form gives 
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where n e f  is the number of faces in a given element. For two-dimensional cases, n e f  = 3, 
while for three-dimensional cases, nef = 4. The bar over the sczJer value indicates aji 
average value obtained from the vertices that make up each face. The evaluations of the 
17, w, and T derivatives axe carried out in a manner similar to the evaluations of the u 
first-derivatives. It should be noted, that this eveduation of viscous fluxes is equivalent 
to a central-diiference approach on a smoothly meshed grid. 
3.4 Temporal Discretization 
If the inviscid and viscous spatial discretization is denoted by the residual vector 
Ri{Q) then Equation 3.3 is rewritten ais 
The spatial discretization of the integral form of the flow equations transforms the sys­
tem of partial differential equations (PDEs) into a coupled set of ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs). Assuming that Q is ein averaged value over each dual-cell, the flow 
equations can then be integrated in time usiug either an explicit or implicit scheme. 
3.4.1 Time Explicit Formulation 
The system of ODEs is integrated in time using the four-stage Runge-Kutta (RK-4) 
time-stepping scheme [31] to achieve a second-order accuracy in time. The RK-4 explicit 
time integration is given by 
(3.21) 
QW = Q" 
QW = Q(0| _ i ^  
qm = (3(0) _ 1 ^ ^,.((3(1)) 
qo) = Q(0) _ i (3.22) 
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QW = ^(0) _ ^ ^.(Q(3)) 
gn+l ^ g(4) 
The time steps in the RK-4 explicit scheme are restricted by the maximum per­
missible Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number. The CFL number is a condition that 
implies that the zone of dependence of the difference-representation must be at least 
contained within that of the partial differential equations. For central-difference-type 
schemes, the maximum permissible CFL number for RK-4 is less than 2-s/2 [59]. This 
maxmium CFL number is found to be reduced to approximately with the use of the 
upwind scheme. 
The maximum allowable time steps used when solving the inviscid Euler equations 
are defined by 
At = CFL (3.23) 
^max 
where A/ is the control-volume characteristic length and A^ox is the maximimi eigen­
value. The stability limitations due to the convection and diffusion chajacteristics of 
the Navier-Stokes equations need to be considered when solving for viscous dominated 
flows. Hence, the empirical formula given by Tannehill et al. [60] is used 
-  r i f  '  1  (3.24) Amaxl.-L -r Re FUi,) 
where is the ceU Reynolds nimiber, and Re is the reference Reynolds number 
used herein for non-dimensionalization. The cell characteristic length scale, A/, in two-
dimensional cases is computed as the ratio of the median-dual volume to the median-dual 
perimeter. In three-dimensional cases, the cell characteristic length is taken as the ratio 
of the medicin-dual volimie to the medizin-dual surface area. 
It is obvious from the definition of the time-step that convergence to steady-state is 
restricted by the smallest dual-cell characteristic length and by the faistest wave speed 
(maximum eigenvalue). If time acciiracy is not rquired, which is the case when a steady-
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state solution is sought, local time stepping and residual smoothing [4] axe implemented 
to accelerate the convergence of the solution to steady-state. In local time-stepping, the 
maximTim allowable time step at each mesh point is used, as determined by local stability 
analysis. Hence, in using the local time-stepping strategy, the maximimi permissible CFL 
number is maintained at each mesh point of the computational domain. As a result, the 
system is operating at an optimal CFL number. 
Another way to improve convergence is by incorporating residual-smoothing. Resid­
ual smoothing effectively increases the support of the scheme and thus allows the use 
of a larger CFL number than that which is dictated by the original stability criteria. 
The smoothing is achieved by implicitly averaging the residual terms at each mesh point 
with their neighbors. This averaging process is accomplished by replacing the residual, 
Ri, with an averaged residual, given by 
(3.25) 
where cs is a constant weighting pcirameter that takes on values between zero and one. 
In practice, this value is taken as ^ to maintain a strong diagonally dominant coeffi­
cient matrix as was suggested by Jameson and Mavriplis [4]. The undivided Laplacian, 





= - nA; £3 
it=i 
where nk is the number of mesh points neighboring the vertex i. To solve for the 
residual implicitly in an efficient manner, the undivided Laplacian is substituted into 
Equation 3.25, eind the Point-Jacobi (PJ) iteration scheme is used eis foUows 
rpm+l ^ + ^3 Efcil Rk /o 
where the superscript m +1 over the averaged residual refers to the latest iteration level, 
while m refers to the previous iteration level. Usually, two iterations are found to be 
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sufficient to permit a substantial increase in the value of the maximum permissible CFL 
nimiber. 
It should be noted that enthalpy damping is not employed as convergence accel­
eration since it is not appropriate with upwind differencing or with the Navier-Stokes 
formulation. 
3.4.2 Time Implicit Formulation 
As mentioned in the previous section, the explicit scheme is limited by the Courant-
Friedricks-Lewy (CFL) condition. As a consequence, nimierous time steps are required 
to reach a steady state solution, even with the use of residual smoothing and local time 
stepping strategies. Moreover, the convergence of the explicit scheme to steady-state 
becomes slow as the problem size and complexity grow. This is particularly true for 
the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations at high Reynolds numbers, where fine grid 
resolution is normally required. At the viscous boundary layers, very fine control-volumes 
are typically encountered ajid the permissible time steps are unacceptably small. 
For unsteady flows the explicit scheme is the method of choice only if the time scale 
of interest for resolving the traxisient solution does not exceed or is comparable to the 
spatial scales. However, in the simulation of the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations, the 
time scaJe of interest is much greater than the spatial scale, therefore thousajids of time 
steps axe usually required to resolve the transient phenomena. 
With a fuUy implicit formulation, the time steps are determined by the physics of 
the flow rather than the numerical stability restriction. Implicit time integration is 
mmaierically stable for a very laxge range of CFL nimibers even on a fine grid, and 
therefore enables convergence to a steady state solution rapidly. 
The implicit scheme is obtained by evaluating the residuals, Ri, in Equation 3.21 at 
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time level (n + 1) as 
^Vi = (3.27) 
There axe many choices for discretizing the time term. One of them is the first-order 
time accurate backward-Euler implicit scheme 
dOi 0?+^ - g? 
On the other hand, if a second-order time accurate solution is sought the three-point 
backwaxd-difference approximation can be used to obtain 
Since we are interested mostly in steady-state solutions, the backward-Euler implicit 
scheme is used in this work to approximate the time term. Hence, Equation 3.27 becomes 
V, = (3.30) 
This time approximation requires less memory since the storage of the solution vector 
at the (n — 1) time level is not needed. To obtain an implicit time marching scheme, the 
above equation is usually linearized with respect to the time level (n). Another approach 
is to linearize the right-hand-side with respect to the time level (n + 1). Both of these 
lineaxizations axe discussed in the following sections. 
3.4.2.1 Linearization at Time Level-(n) 
The residual which contains the inviscid and viscous spatial discretizations of 
the Navier-Stokes equations, is linearized at time level n using Taylor series expansion 
to obtain 
S?-" = R? + (3-31) 
The system of equations in 3.30 can now be written as 
'^[/l + (|^r)A(3 = -i? (3.32) 
[BrA(3 = 
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where AQ = and (||)" is the Jacobian matrix that arises from this lineariza­
tion process. To compute the Jacobian (^)", the inviscid flow case is first assumed. 
Hence, at each control-volume, the residueJ Ri is written as 
= [Hmvly (3.33) 
j=l 
For convenience, the subscript inv is dropped to facilitate the extension of this derivation 
to the viscous Jacobians. In the upwind FDS formulation, the residual depends on the 
right and the left solution vectors, Ri = /{QrjQl)- As a result, the term (|^)"AQ is 
written as 
- (Sa)« 
^ ^ f d K i d Q t .  d H j d Q R ]  
h \SQl  dQ ^ aQR dQ ) 
The above Jacobian is a very large sparse matrix, since the support of the high-order 
inviscid discretization is dependent on the node and its first ajid second neighbors. 
Therefore, to reduce the support, only first-order approximations of the inviscid fluxes 
are used when considering the Jacobians. These approximations reduce the above to the 
following form 
+ Art 
aQ I aiji, ao, ai? J I, aQi SQ J 
where the fc, j, L and R subscripts are weU defined in Figure 3.1. The use of first-order 
approximations results in the following: Ql = Qi, Qr = Qk-, = 1, = 0, = 0 
and 1^ = 1. As a consequence, the previous equation is reduced to 
dQ ^ (a<3i j I a<3J 
The first-order approximation on the left-hand-side (LHS) of Equation 3.33 reduces the 
number of non-zero entries which involve the node and its adjacent neighbors. 
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In the cnrrent implementation, the Jacobian is assembled using a first-order 
upwind approximation, as discussed earlier, for the inviscid fluxes. Also, due to the 
complexity in linearizing the Roe-scheme, the approximate forward and backward Ja­
cobians from the flux vector splitting scheme (FVS) of Van Leer are used instead, as 
suggested by Batina [8]. The reader is referred to Appendix C for further details on the 
derivations of the flux Jacobians. The forward and backwaxd Jacobians should contain 
non-negative and non-positive eigenvalues, respectively. These flux Jacobians aire then 
constructed according to 
A+ = PA+P-^ 
A" = PA-P-^ 
where P and P~^ are the right and left eigenvectors for the flux Jacobian A = The 
matrix A"*" is a diagonal matrix that contains only the positive eigenvalues while matrix 
A~ is a diagonal matrix that contains only the negative eigenvalues. By subsituting the 




AQi + ^A.-- dSj AQk = -R^ (3.34) 
i=i 
When the Navier-Stokes equations are considered, the viscous Jacobians can also be 
included on the left-hand-side. It is believed that the inclusion of viscous Jacobians 
on the left-hand-side will restore the large stability to the Navier-Stokes equations. 
However, the limited experiments conducted on the implicit scheme with the viscous 
Jacobians did not improve the stability of the implicit scheme compared to without 
these Jacobians. The derivation and the inclusion procedure for the viscous Jacobians 
on the left-hand-side is given in Appendix C. It should be noted that the results from 
the implicit Navier-stokes solution do not contain the viscous Jacobians. 
At this juncture, it is important to emphasize that the approximation on the LHS 
will not affect the accuracy of the solution at steady-state. At steady-state convergence, 
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the scheme will be second-order accurate in space on uniform meshes. However, the 
approximations on the LHS will degrade the convergence performance of the scheme 
ajid will prevent it from achieving quadratic convergence as Af —)• oo. Fortimately, the 
scheme is stable for very Icirge CFL values. 
Another important issue that requires further clarification is the contributions of the 
flux Jacobieins at the boundaries of the computational domain. Ceire must be taicen in 
constructing the flux Jacobians and in determining the proper flux contributions from 
the neighboring points at the boundaries. At the boundaries, the forward and backward 
Jacobians should be consistently utilized in the discretization of the LHS. Extensive 
numerical experimentation indicates that if the FVS approximation is not applied con­
sistently to the interior as well as the boundary points, the large numerical stability will 
be destroyed. Hence, improper boundary treatment wiU destroy the diagonal dominance 
and will cause the scheme to operate at much lower CFL values. Notice that the eff"ect of 
improper botmdary discretization is different than the effect of discretization mismatch 
between the LHS and the RHS. The first-order approximation on the LHS wiU not affect 
the numerical stability, but it will affect the rate of solution convergence at high CFL 
numbers. 
3.4.2.2 Linearization at Time Level-(n-i-l) 
An alternative way to solve the system of Equations 3.30 is to linearize it with respect 
to the time level n + 1 to get 
where SQi = and the superscript m denotes the subiteration level 
while superscript n denotes the actual time level. Upon rearrangement the following 




Starting with, initial guess the solution at time level n + 1 is obtained 
if the right-hand-side (RHS) of Equation 3.36 approaches zero as m —)• oo. The inviscid 
and the viscous flux Jax:obians of the above equation are determined in the same manner 
as shown in the n-level time linearization. The discretized form is rewritten as 
i=i 
n/ /Qn+l,m _ Qn\ 
SQi + E A- • dSi SQ, = j (3.37) 
It is hoped that with the use of the n + 1 lineaxization the mismatch between the 
LHS and the RHS discretizations (due to the approximations made in the construction 
of the inviscid Jacobians) is inconsequential. In other words, the discretization on the 
left- and right-hand-sides need not be of the same order or of the same scheme as long 
as the scheme is convergent. 
3.4.2.3 Solving The System of Equations Implicitly 
The system of equations resulting from the implicit discretizations can be solved using 
either direct or iterative methods. The direct method involves matrix inversion of the 
complete sparse system which is very expensive to compute. Therefore, this approach is 
neither feasible nor practical. .An alternative is to use em iterative scheme such as point 
Jacobi (PJ), point Gauss-Seidel (GS), point-symmetric Gauss-Seidel (SGS), or a sparse 
matrix solver such as the GMRES (Generalized Minimal Residuzil) algorithm developed 
by Saad and Schultz [61]. Point iterative schemes are used in the current work since 
spaxse matrix solvers incur additional memory requirements. 
To illustrate the point iterative algorithms, the sparse matrix of the discretized equa­
tions is written as a linear combination of the diagonal [/)], lower-diagonal [L] and 
upper-diagonal [f/] matrices. Hence, 
[BY = [£>]" + [LT + [Ur (3.38) 
where [5]", is the LHS in Equation 3.34. In the point Jacobi iteration schemes, the 
off-diagonals are taken to the right-hcind-side of the discretized equation. Therefore. 
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Equation 3.34 is written as 
- ([if + [i7]") AQ"' (3.39) 
where m + 1 refers to the current sub-iteration level while m refers to the previous 
sub-iteration level. The point Jacobi scheme staxts with an initial approximation of 
the solution vector (written in delta-form in the current implementation) followed by a 
sequence of point by point sweeps throughout the mesh. Thus, each iteration consists 
of several sub-iterations. After the completion of each iteration the residual and the 
boundtiry conditions are updated using the latest flow field solution. Notice that after 
each iteration the flow solution is extracted from the delta-form as 
(5"+' = -h Q" 
The convergence of the point Jacobi method tends to be slow. The perturbation 
of one point on another is felt only in the next iteration level after the complete mesh 
has been swept. To obtain a higher convergence rate, the point Gauss-Seidel iterative 
scheme can be used instead. The GS iterative scheme utilizes the latest AQ on the 
right-hand-side of Equation 3.39 as soon as it is available. Therefore, the influence of 
one point on another could be sensed within the same mesh sweep. The Gauss-Seidel 
scheme is expressed as 
lDrAQ'^+' = [If AQ'"+'-
If the sub-iteration sweeps are altered such that the first sweep is performed from the 
lowest mesh point index to the highest, followed immediately by a sweep performed from 
the highest mesh point index to the lowest, then this method is called the symmetric 
Guass-Seidel (SGS) scheme. This strategy is represented by 
First — sweep : 
[£)rA(5'"+2 = - [If Ag'"+2 _ 
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Second — sweep : 
[I>rAg'"+^ = 
The symmetric Gauss-Seidel scheme tends to be much more stable than the point Jacobi 
or the point Gauss-Seidel schemes. Furthermore, the SOS method exhibits faster con­
vergence rates over the other two schemes, and can operate at very high CFL numbers. 
Fincdly, it is of interest to note that the solution procedure for the point iterative schemes 
requires only the block inversion of the diagonal matrix, [D] = [^[/] + HJjLi j, 
for each mesh vertex. The diagonal matrix is of the dimension 4x4 for 2-D cases and 
5x5 for 3-D cases. 
3.5 Boundary Conditions 
Imposing appropriate boundaxy conditions to the conservation equations is of paramount 
importance for the success of a sophisticated nimierictd algorithm. The type of boimdary 
conditions to be imposed aie dependent on the physics of the flow once the geometry 
and topology of the selected problem have been determined. 
In this work, the applications and the flow geometry solved in general belong to 
either external flow problems or to internal flow problems, as shown in Figure -3.8. In 
both geometries, the normal unit vector out of the solid sxuface points away from the 
surface toward the computationeil domain. Similarly, for the free surfaces, that is the 
outer boundaries of an external flow problem or the inlet and outlet of an internal flow 
problem, the normal unit vector points inward toward the computational domain and 
away from the outer bovmdaries. 
3.5.1 Characteristic Boundary Conditions 
In the characteristic boundary condition method, the number of boundaxy conditions 
to be imposed at a boundary is related to the amount of information entering or leaving 
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solid surface 
a. EbEternal flow boundary 
inflow outflow 
b. Internal duct-type flow boundary 
Figure 3.8 Typical external and internal boundary configurations 
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the flow domain, axid is determined by the chciracteristic properties. Due to the way the 
imit normail vector has been defined at the free surfaces, a negative eigenvalue indicates 
that a wave is leaving the flow domain, and thus, a ntmaerical boundaury condition needs 
to be specified (typiccJly extrapolated from the interior of the computational domain). 
While a positive eigenvalue indicates that a wave is entering the flow domain, and thus, 
a physical boimdary condition needs to be fixed. 
3.5.2 Inflow Boundary Conditions 
For subsonic inflow boundaries, V•h>Q and therefore, three characteristics, {V• n, 
y -n, V-n + c) , are positive (four characteristics are positive in 3-D) and one is negative 
{V • n — c). Thus, three physical boundaries must be fixed and one numerical boundary 
condition must be imposed. For stationary boundaries, on which the flow does not 
change, the locally one-dimensionai Riemann invariants axe commonly used to obtain 
the state at the inlet and outlet boundaries. 
In this work, for inflow boundaxies the first physical boundary condition is imposed 
via the positive Riemaim invariant and is given by 
R^+ = Vn, + = Vrioo + 
7 — 1 7 — 1 
where Vn is the velocity component normal to the boundary and the subscripts b and 
00 denote the state at the boundary point and at infinity, respectively. The other two 
physical boundeiry conditions to be fixed are the entropy, sj = Soo, and the angle of the 
flow at the inlet given by the tangential velocity component, Vt, = Vtao-
This leaves us one numerical boundary to be imposed at the inlet through the negative 
Reimann invariant, and is given by 
D - T/ 2c6 2ci K b  =  V n b  = Vni 
7 — 1 7 — 1 
where the subscript i denotes a state obtained by extrapolation from an interior point 
to a boundary point. With the above information, the normal velocity eind the speed of 
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sound caji be determined from 
V n f ,  
- Rt-) (3.41) 
(3.40) 
Once Cb, Vnf,, Vt(, eind Sb at a boundary point axe known, the rest of the state can be 
determined. 
Another way to specify the state at the inlet boundary is to fix ptj = ptoo? ^6 = -Soo, 
and Vtb = Vtoo, then extrapolate Vub from the interior of the computational domain. 
However, in this case a simple Newton iteration is required to determine the temperature 
at the boundary. This procedure is also beised on characteristics and has been used 
extensively in this study. 
For supersonic inflow boimdary conditions all of the characteristics are positive. 
Therefore, all of the physical boundary conditions are specified. 
3.5.3 Outflow Boundary Conditions 
For subsonic outflow boundary conditions, V • n < 0, thus three of the character­
istics axe negative (four in case of 3-D) and one is positive. As a result, one physical 
boimdax condition is imposed from the outflow state, usually the static pressure, while 
the others are imposed by extrapolation from the interior of the domain. In this work 
the three numerical boundary conditions axe set by extrapolating the entropy, normal 
and tangential velocity components from the interior points to the boundaxy. 
For supersonic outflow boundaxy conditions all of the characteristics axe negative. 
Thus, all of the boundaxy conditions are extrapolated from the interior of the computa­
tional domain. 
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3.5.4 Inviscid Wall Boundary Conditions 
For a solid inviscid wall there is no mass flow, V • n = 0 .  H e n c e ,  t h e  c o n v e c t i v e  
eigenvalues are zero and there is one positive and one negative eigenvalues at the wall. 
Therefore, only one characteristic wave enters the domain and only a single physical 
boundary condition needs to be imposed, namely Vn = 0. The tangential velocity and 
other thermodyneimic properties axe extrapolated from interior points. 
The tangentieil velocities at the boundaries axe extrapolated from interior points. 
Thus 
Vtb = Vti (3.42) 
where Vti is the velocity vector tangent to the boundary at interior point i, and is 
determined as foUows 
VUi = Ui Tlx + V{ Uy 
Vrii = (Vn T l x )  i  + (V^n j  
Vti = Vi-VTii 
For invisid steady flows, where total enthalpy is constant, the second numerical 
boimdajy condition is imposed by seting the total enthalpy at the boimdary to that 
of the freestream. The final and the third numerical boimdary condition imposed is 
the pressure. The pressure can be set from the normal projection of the momentum 
equations at the wall to give 
= K Vtb (3.43) 
where, k is the curvatiire at the wall. If the curvature at the wall is not significant the 
following approximation is used 
1 = 0 (3.44) 
In this work, the pressure is determined by solving for the half control-volimie at wall 
boundaries. Hence, the pressure value is left to float freely. If the tangency condition 
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is strictly enforced after tlie end of every iteration then tHs type of boundary condition 
is termed strong enforcement. On the other hand, if the tangency condition is enforced 
only during the flux computations phase and is allowed to relax at a slower pace this 
type of boimdaxy condition is termed weak enforcement. In certain complex geometries, 
where the normal to a surface is hard to define, weak tangency conditions are usually 
utilized. 
3.5.5 Viscous Wall Boundary Conditions 
The viscous boundary conditions for solid walls are determined by setting both Vt 
and Vn at the wall to zero. The pressure on the wall is obtained from the boundary 
layer apporximation for the normal momentxun equation, ^ = 0. 
The last boimdary condition is imposed by the wall thermal condition. Thus, for 
adiabatic walls |^ = 0, and for constant temperature wall Tb = T^ujaiu where T^aii must 
be specified by the problem definition. 
Most of the boundary conditions mentioned above required some sort of extrapolation 
to the boundary. Due to the complexity of the unstructured grid geometry a simple zero-
order extrapolation is normally used throughout this work. 
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4 LOW MACH NUMBER PRECONDITIONING 
At very low Mach aumbers, the acoustic speeds reach their incompressible limit of 
infinity, and the disparity between the ma^oitude of the convective characteristics to that 
of the acoustic characteristics grows wide. Consequently, time-dependent compressible 
formulations become slow to converge and axe therefore inefficient. Low Mach number 
preconditioning addresses this problem by modifying the numerical formulation in such 
a way as to cluster the magnitudes of the acoustic characteristics closer to those of the 
convective chaxacteristics without compromising the physics of the governing equations. 
Moreover, for viscous dominated flows and at low cell Rejoiolds numbers, the disparity 
between inviscid and viscous time scales increases, leading to convergence deterioration 
of the time-marching scheme. Therefore, preconditioning is again used to re-scaJe the 
inviscid time step to the same order of the viscous time step to enhance convergence [46]. 
There exist two alternative forms for low Mach number preconditioning. The first 
is to modify the existing time term in the unsteady compressible equations to improve 
convergence to steady-state only. This preconditioning is termed time-derivative precon­
ditioning [46]. The second alternative is to add a preconditioned pseudo-time term which 
vanishes at each physical time step, and hence provides a time-accurate solution. This 
latter approach is termed dual-time step preconditioning or psudo-time preconditioning 
[47], [62], 
In this study, only the time-derivative preconditioning algorithm is discussed and 
utilized. The preconditioning matrix derived by Choi and Merkle [46] is used and is im­
plemented on the unstructured flow algorithms described in Chapter 3. In this chapter, 
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the derivation and the numerical formrdation for the time-derivative preconditioning wiU 
be shown for both the explicit and the implicit time integrations of the upwind FDS 
scheme. 
4.1 Derivation of Low Mach Number Preconditioning 
The derivation of the low Mach number preconditioning matrix stajts with the 
Navier-Stokes equations in conservation form. For convenience, the development is 
shown here for a two-dimensional system only. The preconditioned matrix and the 
derivation for the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations axe given in Appendix B. 
The development presented here closely follows the development given by Merkle et al. 
[46], [63] and Fletcher and Chen [47]. 
The time-derivative preconditioning is obtained by first rewriting the two-dimensional 
version of Equation 2.2 in the following form 
dQ 
dt 
+  V - f i  =  L i q , )  (4.1) 
qv = 
where V • f,- = ^ -f- L{qv) is the viscous term operator, and the viscous primitive 





The choice of the viscous set of primitive variables stems from its application in the 
artificial compressibility methods. The use of pressvire instead of the density in the 
viscous primitive variables is to allow the propagation of acoustic waves to be singled 
out when deriving the preconditioned matrix [63]. 
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+ V - f i  =  L { q , )  
[M]^ + v.f; = Z{,.) (4.2) 
where the matrix [Af] = ^ is the transformation Jacobian between the conservative 
vciriable set, Q, and the viscous primitive set, and is given by 
[ M ]  =  
1 
R T 0 0 R T2 
u 
R T p 0 
V 
R T 0 p 
-p V 
R 
^ - 1  p u  p v  p C p - ^  
Upon inspection of the Jacobian [M], the following observations axe noted: as the 
Ma^h number approaches zero, the term reaches an acceptable limit of On 
the other hand, the term approaches zero. This is because the non-dimensional gas 
constant is given hy R = Moreover, it is cleax from Equation 4.2 that the speed 
of propagation of the acoustic waves is established by multiplying the time derivatives 
by the coefficient Therefore, to control the acoustic speeds at low Mach nimibers, 
these coefficients are altered by dividing the first rnlnmn by terms proportional to hP. 
Consequently, the eigenvalues of the system are all scaled to the same order of magnitude. 
The transformation Jacobian [M\ is then replaced by a preconditioning matrix [F] 




« R T 
u 
£ R T 
V 





' r t^  
' r t^  




The above matrix can be simplified by setting some of the terms in the last column to 
zero, as suggested by Choi and Merkle [46], to get 
1 
c  R T  0 0 0 
u 
c  R T  P  0 0 
V 
£  R  T  0 P  0 
H ,  1  
c  R T  ^  pu f W  p C p  
The preconditioned matrix in 4.3 is used in this study. The scaling of the eigenvalues 
is accomplished via the paxameter e, which is determined bcised upon whether the flow 
is inviscid or viscous. For purely inviscid flow (Euler equations), the inviscid precon­
ditioning is used. On the other hand, when the Navier-Stokes equations axe solved, 
the inviscid preconditioning is utilized in regions of high cell Reynolds number (negligi­
ble viscous efiects), while viscous preconditioning is activated in the low cell Reynolds 
number regions (predominant viscous effects). 
It is important to note that the preconditioned matrix should be derived so as to 
scale the eigenvalues while preserving their hyperbolic nature. For example, at subsonic 
flow conditions one real negative eigenvalue restdts, while the other eigenvalues axe real 
and positive. Furthermore, in supersonic flow conditions all eigenvaules should be real 
and positive. The inviscid and viscous time-derivative low Mach number preconditioning 
are introduced next. 
4.2 Inviscid Preconditioning 
By dropping the viscous and the heat conduction terms out of the Navier-Stokes equa­
tions, the hyperbolic inviscid Euler equations are obtained. For the non-preconditioned 
Euler equations, the eigenvalues are given by 
X i  =  U  
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X2 = U 
A3 = U c 
A4 = U-c 
where the peirticle convective velocity is U = V -n and the acoustic speed is c = • 
At low Mach numbers, the acoustic speed is much larger than the paxticle speed (c U). 
As a result, the disparity between the magnitudes of the eigenvalues grows wide. 
The stifEaess of the system of equations can be determined from the value of the 
condition number^ which is defined as the ratio of the largest to the smallest absolute 
eigenvalue. At a condition number close to one, the system of equations is running at 
cin almost optimal condition and all the processes in the system are evolving at the 
same rate. However, the system is known to be stiff when the condition number is 
much greater than one, as is the case in low Mach number flow. The stability and the 
convergence of the nimierical scheme are usually controlled by the most restrictive time 
step, which ia turn is inversely proportional to the maximum eigenvalue (or the fastest 
evolving process). Hence, it is advantageous to cluster the magnitude of the eigenvalues 
closer together so that the condition number approaches unity as close as possible and 
the system of equations becomes less stiff. 
As mentioned previously, one way to cluster the eigenvalues together is by scaling 
the magnitude of the acoustic speed, c, to the same order of magnitude of the particle 
convective speed, U. This is done by selecting e to be proportional to the square of 
the reference Mach number, M^o, or the local Mach numbers, Mr- It is found that in 
certain external flow problems (where there is little change in the magnitude of the Mach 
mmibers) the use of the reference Mach number rather than local Mach number gives 
much more stable solutions for the Euler equations near sta^ation points. Therefore, 
for well conditioned eigenvalues, the scaling parameter e = 7 is used in the matrix 
given in Equation 4.3. This approach is different than that used by Choi and Merkle 
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in which e is selected to be proportional to the squeire of the local Mach number rather 
than Moa- However, in many flow geometries where there axe great variations in the flow 
Mach numbers, the approach devised by Merkle et al is used. Hence, e is defined as 
e = 7 < (4.4) 
10-5 Mr < 10"= 
Mr^ 10"® < Mr < 1.0 
1.0 Mr > 1.0 
In the above definition, the eigenvalues remain scaled throughout the computational 
domain. 
The preconditioned Euler equations can now be written as 
[r]^ + v-fi = o (4.3) 
where the preconditioned matrix F is defined in Equation 4.3. Equation 4.5 is written in 
terms of the viscous primitive vector of unknowns, In order to put qy back in terms 
of the conservative variable set Q, the following transformation is performed 
+ = 0 
dQ dqy dt 
= 0 
[ r j ^  +  v - f i  =  0  (4.6) 
where [FJ is the preconditioning matrix that is used when solving for the conservative 
variable set Q, and is given by 
t/2 -2 u Pi -2v I3i 2 3i 
u (/3i — 1) —2 /?i + 1 —2 vu fix 2 u /?i 
V {j3i — 1) —2 uv (3i —2 /?i + 1 2 V ,8i 
wbere = 2^7^, 82 = [e + (7 — i) + ^ /^i]: and The subscript c 
on the preconditioning matrix [FJ refers to the conservative form. The preconditioning 
[ T c ]  = 
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matrix for the three-dimensional system of equations in the conservative variable set is 
given in Appendix B. 
The eigenvalues of the preconditioned system are determined by first observing that 
Equation 4.6 can be rewritten in the form 
^ + [rj-'A- V Q =0 (4.7) 
where A = |^ and the Jacobian A = Ap- The term Ap is defined by 
Ar = Pr[Ar]-Pr~^ (4.8) 
The matrix [Ar] is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of the preconditioned system. 
Pr and the right and left eigenvectors for the Jacobian matrix Ar, where the 
subscript F refers to the preconditioned system. The eigenvalues of the preconditioned 
Euler equations are therefore given by 
Arx = U 
Ar2 = U (4.9) 
Ars = 9 — b 
Ar4 = g -\-b 
where p = ^C/'(7-f-e), 6 = f and the pseudo-acoustic speed c = V RT ^ 
choice of e = 7Mr^ at low Mach number flows allows the pseudo-acoustic speed, c, to be 
of the same order of magnitude as that of the particle velocity, U (where U = V-n). .A.s 
the local Mach nimiber approachs zero, it can be shown that the maximum condition 
nimiber will not exceed 2.64. 
4.3 Flux Difference Splitting Formulation 
On centraJ-difference type schemes, no special treatment is required for the inviscid 
flux calculation, with the exception of the scaling of the dissipation terms. The pre­
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conditioned eigenvalues must be used in the definition of the dissipation terms of Equa­
tions 3.17 and 3.19. Jorgenson [14] and Ram in [51] have implemented preconditioning 
in a central-difference scheme which solve the Navier-Stokes equations on unstructured 
meshes. 
With the upwind flux-difference-splitting (FDS) scheme, the Roe averaged Jacobian 
matrix in the inviscid flux term is reformulated in terms of the new preconditioned eigen­
values and eigenvectors. To obtain the new formulation. Equation 4.6 is first rewritten 
in a discretized for as 
fiO 
^V.- + [rj-' ^  = 0 (4.10) 
^ i=i 
where the discrete inviscid flux is given in Chapter 3 by 
[H.„.)y = ^[(f" + f') - I A I AQ] . |<;s|. 
and the Jacobian | A | has been defined earlier as ^ and AQ = — Q^). Next, 
the second term of Equation 4.10 is recast in terms of the preconditioned Jacobian Ar 
according to the following steps 
W' [Hijy = i[ [r,]-' (f« + f') - [rj-' I i. IAQI • dS\ IJ 
dS = [r=)-' (f'' + f')- |Ar |A01 • 
= W"' 5[(f'' + f')-[rj |A-r|A(31 . |rfS|. (4,U) 
In practice, when computing the newly formulated inviscid fluxes the inverse of the 
preconditioned matrix, [Fc]"^, is multiplied separately as will be illustrated in the next 
section. Hence, the preconditioned inviscid flux is given by 
[H,nv]j = 5[(f'' + f')-[rj |A'r|A<3] • |rf5|. (4.12) 
Since the Roe averaged Jacobian | Ar 1 is given by Fr|Ar|.Pr^^, the second term in 
Equation 4.12 [Fc] | Ar | AQ can be further simplified to the form 
[r, ] |Ar | A g  =  ([r][Af]-^)([M]Lr 
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= [T]Lr\AT\Lr-'Aq, 
= [r] Lr|Ar|<Ju;r 
where Lr is the right eigenvectors with respect to the primitive set of unkaowns (see 
Appendix B). The term 5wr is the characteristic variable set in terms of the viscous 




Suriy — Svux 
5p9i + p {6162 — 0 + Svuy) + ST[/ 
5p<i>x + p {(i>-L<i>2 — f) {SuTix + Svriy) + STU 
where 0i, 62, 4>u 4>2 sJid ^ are defined in Appendix B and axe evaluated using Roe 
averaged quantities. The terras 5p, 5u, 5v and 5T are the differences between the right 
eind left states of the viscous primitives. 
4.4 Time Explicit Formulation 
The implementation of the explicit multi-stage Runge-Kutta time-stepping scheme 
on the preconditioned system using the conservative variables as unknowns is straight­
forward and is given by rewriting Equations 3.23 as 
g(0) = 
Qn+l ^ g(m) 
where m = 1 to 4 for RK-4, and the residual vector, Ri, contains the inviscid fluxes 
evaluated using the newly formiilated FDS scheme. The matrix [Fc]"^ is the inverse of 
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the preconditioned matrix, cind is written as 
Pc]-^ 
^ - V ^ a - 1  2 u 0-1 2  v a - i  - 2  C i  
^ — u<Ti\^ 2 (Ti + 1 2 uv ai —2uai 
^ — vcTiV^ 2 uv ai 2 ai + 1 —2 u cti 
< ^ 2 ?  +  ^  u ( l  +  t / V i )  v(l + V^ai) 
where ai = and crj = [^ - 1 - cti]. 
The inviscid time-step is restricted by the CFL condition and is computed using the 
new preconditioned maximum eigenvalue, Ap^nax; such that 
It shoxild be noted that the use of time-derivative preconditioning destroys the time-
accuracy of the solution. As a consequence, unsteady computations are not possible 
with the time-derivative preconditioning used in this study unless a different formula­
tion, such as dual-time stepping [52], is adopted. The time-derivative preconditioning 
is therefore used to reach a steady-state solution rapidly. Preconditioning allows the 
explicit multi-stage Runge-Kutta scheme to operate close to an optimal condition and 
hence provides maximum damping over most of the error modes. Furthermore, since the 
maximum condition number will not exceed the value of 2.64, all processes will evolve at 
approximately the same rate and will operate at similar CFL conditions. This fact can 
be very advantageous because it allows full benefits to be drawn from residual smoothing 
and local time stepping when combined with the Runga-Kutta time-stepping scheme. 
The restriction on the maximum CFL number for the Runga-Kutta scheme makes the 
use of residual smoothing plus inviscid preconditioning an extremely powerful conver­
gence acceleration strategy at low Mach number flows. 
Ai = CFL AI (4.13) 
Ar, max 
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4.5 Time Implicit Formulation 
The implementation of a time implicit scheme on time-derivative preconditioing is 
achived by casting the forward and backward Jacobians in terms of the preconditioned 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Therefore, the discretized implicit form of the Euler equa­
tions with the n-level linearization is given by 
1/ 
^Qi + E[rc]AF • dSj AQk = -R7 (4.14) 
i=i 
where the forward and backward Jacobians eire defined as 
A+ = PrA+Pr"' 
Af = PrApPr"^ 
and are evaluated using a first-order approximation as shown previously in Chapter 3. 
The inviscid fluxes on the right-hand-side are defined by the newly formulated flux-
difierence-splitting scheme. 
The implicit form of the Euler equations using (n -f- l)-level linearization is also 
obtained in a manner similar to the derivation shown previously to give 
1/ 
^Qi + 53[rc]Ap(JQjfc (4-15) 
J=1 
The preconditioned system of equations resulting from the implicit discretization are 
solved using the point symmetric Guass-Seidel (SGS) scheme as discussed in Chapter 3. 
4.6 Viscous Preconditioning 
Up to this point, implementation of preconditioning has been described on the invis­
cid Euler equations. In this section, viscous preconditioning is exzimined. The viscous 
+ EirJAf • dSi 
i=i 
+ E[rjAf • dSi 
i=i 
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flowfield governed by the Navier-Stokes equations is associated with a vastly different 
physical processes and time scales as we traverse the viscous boundary layer. In most 
instances, the disparity between the time scales are even greater than that encountered 
in the Euler equations. .A.s Figure 4.1 shows, low cell Reynolds numbers are usually 
encoimtered within the boundaxy layers, shear layers and recirculating zones, due to low 
convective speeds and strong mesh refinements, while high cell Reynolds numbers exist 
elsewhere in the computational domain. 
To insure stability, traditional algorithms select the time steps based on the most 
restrictive of the inviscid or viscous time scales. Inviscid time steps are defined by the 
CFL condition while viscous time steps are defined by the Van Neumann number (VNN) 
VNN = At 
Al'Re 
(4.16) 
The division by Reynolds number. Re, is due to the non-dimensionalization in the current 
work. It should be noted that in this study Equation 3.24 is employed for obtaining the 
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time steps when preconditioning is not used. 
The Navier-Stokes equations axe a mixed set of hyperbolic-peirabolic equations. At 
high Reynolds numbers (cell Reynolds number) the Navier-Stokes equations approach 
the characteristics of the hyperbolic Euler equations. Therefore, the use of the inviscid 
preconditioning described previously is suitable for clustering the eigenvalues of the 
system together. However, here the inviscid scaling parameter e is defined by 
10"= Mr < 10"= 
e =  k 'r Afr^ 10-5 < M r <  1.0 (4-17) 
1.0 Mr > 1.0 
where fc is a parameter that is used when viscous preconditioning is triggered. For 
inviscid preconditioning purposes, is set to 1. Note that when preconditioning is used 
with the Navier-Stokes equations, Mr is defined to be the local Mach number always. 
At low Mach numbers and at low cell Reynolds numbers, which are usually encoim-
tered in the viscous boundary layer, the diffusion process becomes predominant eind 
the Navier-Stokes equations approach parabolic characteristics. As a result, the dispeir-
ity between the inviscid and viscous time scales grows wide and the system becomes 
stiff. Therefore, at low Mach numbers and at low Reynolds numbers, we seek a way of 
rescaling the convective velocities and the diffusion rates together in order to relieve the 
stiffiiess from the system of equations. 
Choi and Merkle [46] were the first to show how to re-scale the convective propa­
gation speeds to the diffusion rates. While in this work we are concerned mainly with 
the implementation of low Mach number viscous preconditioning to unstructured flow 
solvers, highlights of the basic idea that lead to the viscous preconditioning are pre­
sented here. A more detailed ajid methodical deri\'ation of viscous preconditioning for 
structured slovers is given by Buelow [64]. 
Using the linearized one-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, Buelow has examined 
the roots of the resulting dispersion relation at low Mach numbers and at high and low 
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Table 4.1 Roots of the dispertion relation for the 1-D lineaxized 
Navier-Stokes equations 
Reynolds No. Root 1 Root 2 Root 3 Contition nimiber 
i2e » 1 
< 1 & ^ > 1 
i2e < 1 &: < 1 1 
1 
u + c 
u + c 
u 
u — c 





Reynolds numbers. At high Reynolds numbers, i2e ^ 1, the roots reduce to those of the 
Euler equations (three real roots u, u + c, u — c). At low Reynolds numbers, Re -C 1, 
two situations arise. The first case, occurs when the acoustic Reynolds number^, which 
is defined as the ratio of cell Reynolds number to the local Mach number, is greater than 
one, ^ ^  1- Here, one imaginary root is produced (—indicating viscous damping. 
The other two roots are real (u + c,ti — c). The second case, occxirs when ^ "C 1- This 
reduces to two Imaginary roots (—one real root (u). Again, the 
imaginary roots indicate viscous damping due to the momentum and energy equations 
while the real root points to convective wave propagation due to the absence of viscous 
terms in the continuity equation. These results, along with the corresponding condition 
niimbers, are simmiaxized in Table 4.1. The values from the table are all tciken from 
Reference [64]. They show that the physical processes can vary significantly depending 
on M, Re, and the acoustic Reynolds number Rec- Moreover, the results show that even 
with viscous-dominated flows, the inviscid mode due to wave propagation, remains one 
of the relevant processes. This fact is used in selecting the viscous preconditioning and 
in casting it into a form similar to the inviscid preconditioning. 
Therefore, there are three requirements for a successful viscous preconditioning. The 
first requirement is to scale the acoustic speeds to that of the convective paxticle velocity 
when the Reynolds numbers are high. The second is to scale the acoustic speeds to that 
of the diffusion rate when Re 1 and ^ 1. The third is to scale the convective 
1 P Es. — wAt £ _ pcAl _ cAf 
^ M M " 
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particle velocity to the diffusion rate for i?e <C 1 and ^ •C 1- Since the first requirement 
Ccin be established with the use of inviscid preconditioning, the same form is used to 
satisfy the other two remaining requirements with a simple modification to the term e. 
This modification to e is accomplished via the parameter k in Equation 4.17. 
Choi and Merkle [46] were the first to show how to re-scaie the convective propagation 
speeds to the diffusion rates by equating the inviscid time-step with the viscous time-step 
when jRca -C 1, and obtained 
CFL Al VNN Al^Re , , Atinv = = = 4.18 
In addition solving for the parameter k one obteiins 
a{a — 1) 
k = MAX 
where a is given by 
1, 
1 + A^) (4.19) 
CFL 1 
" ~ VNN Re^Re ^ 
and where Re^ is the cell Reynolds number and Re is used herein for non-dimensionalization 
purposes. 
At high cell Reynolds numbers, Re^ ^ 1, the term a approaches zero and k takes 
on the value of 1. As a result, inviscid preconditioning is deployed and the time steps 
are given by On the other hand, at Re^^ •C 1, a is Izurge and the term k takes 
on a value greater than 1. In that case, the viscous preconditioning is activated. With 
viscous preconditioning, e is chosen so that the CFL and VNN numbers remain at 
their specified values while AUnv = At^^ij. Since in viscous preconditioning, the viscous 
diffusion (VNN) is scaled to the relevant inviscid scale (CFL with respect to Armax); 
the remaining inviscid eigenvalues are no longer of the same order of magnitude and are 
even more poorly conditioned. However, this is not of any consequence since they do 
not play a role in the physical processes. 
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With, the explicit, multi-step Rimge-Kutta time integration, the numerical stabil­
ity limits the value of the CFL condition to 2\/2 and the VNN to 0.25. St«indard 
non-preconditioned algorithms will use the most restrictive condition in selecting the 
time-step values. Hence, only one of these parameters is optimized. With viscous pre­
conditioning, simultaneous control over both the CFL and VNN can be achieved. In 
other words, when viscous preconditioning is activated, the inviscid time step is equal 
to the viscous time step. Therefore, in practice, only AUnv is used throught the compu­
tational domain. When residual averaging is used on RK-4 in combination with viscous 
preconditioning, higher CFL and VNN numbers can be reached than those possible with 
the standtird RK-4 algorithm. The definition of the time steps in the implicit scheme is 
similar to that of the explicit scheme. However, the implicit scheme that is developed 
in this work can operate at a much higher CFL and VNN values. 
.A.t this point, it is important to clarify some details in the computation of the time 
steps and the cell Reynolds number which axe related to unstructured geometry. The 
viscous or the inviscid time steps cire computed using Equation 4.18 as 
Al 
At = CFL (4.21) 
max 
As mentioned earlier, the inviscid time step is equal to the viscous time step when viscous 
preconditioning is triggered. This equality comes through the maximum eigenvalue 
-^rmoxj which is a function of the controlling paramter k. In turn, the parameter k in 
Equation 4.19 is dependent on the cell Rejoiolds number, which is given by 
pU Al Re^ = ^ (4.22) 
For both time step and cell Reynolds number computations, the dual-cell control-volume 
characteristic length. A/, is required. In the two-dimensional algorithm, the cell char­
acteristic length is defined as the ratio of the median-dual volimie to the median-dual 
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Ali = (4.23) 
perimeter, which gives 
Zi 
EjL |<is|. 
In the three-dimensional algorithm, the above expression is translated to the ratio of the 
dual-ceU volume to the dual-cell svirface area. During the inviscid flux computations, 
the value of the controlling pzirameter k is required on the dual-faces. To compute the 
paxamter k, the characteristic length on the dued-faces axe needed. The characteristic 
length on a dual-face j is defined by the average value of the characteristic lengths of 
the two dual-ceUs that share the dual-face j. It is essential that consistent definition 
and use of the cell chaxacteristic length be maintained during the computations of the 
time steps and the cell Reynolds numbers. Failure to do so wiU result in a condition 
that will not satisfy the time step equality given in Equation 4.18. In fact, an early 
choice of computing the time steps using am isotropic eigenvalue distribution arround 
the dual-ceU boimdaxies as 
E&(|£^i+c)KSL Ai = CFL_^j ' , I ,,| (4.24) 
'j 
has resulted in inconsistency with the definition in Equation 4.18. This time step ex­
pression produces a ceU characteristic length that is not consistent with the definition 
in equation 4.23. Therefore, this expression is abandoned and the one given in Equa­
tion 4.21 is adopted in all of the time step computations in this work, both with and 
without preconditioning. It should be noted, that the expression given by 4.23 has been 
used by many researches and has been tested successfully on the standard algorithm in 
this work. 
In the current implementation of the viscous preconditioning with the implicit scheme, 
the inversion of the 4x4 diagonal matrix, [D\ = [^[Fc] -I- [rjAr"*" • dSj , requires 
an algorithm that utilizes partial pivoting to prevent division by zero. An inversion rou­
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tine from LINPACK^ that utilizes lower-upper (LU) decomposition and partial pivoting 
is used. Partial pivoting is not needed with inviscid preconditioning. However, with 
viscous preconditioning the first entry (coltman 1 and row 1) of the diagonal matrix is 
foTmd to be equal to zero and therefore requires pivoting. 
The treatment of the boimdary conditions with preconditioning is similar to that 
of the standard algorithm as described in Chapter 3. However, the incoming and the 
outgoing characteristics are now based on the preconditioned eigenvalues. The inflow 
boundary conditions, which utilize Newton iteration for determining the temperature 
at the boundaries, are foimd to work more consistently with preconditioning than that 
which is based on the Riemanns invariants. This is particvdarly true when solving 
internal flow problems. It is not cleax at this point why convergence difficulties arise 
when boundary conditions based on Riemann invariants are used with preconditioning. 
Further research on this topic is needed. 
In this research, the inviscid and the viscous time-derivative low Mach number pre­
conditioning are implemented on the explicit amd the implicit time-integration schemes 
for two-dimensional problems. However, for the three-dimensional problems only invis­
cid preconditioning is implemented and tested on the Euler solution using time-explicit 
scheme. It should be stated, that the development of the implicit time-integration 
scheme with and without preconditioning presented in the current and the previous 
chapters are directly extendible to three-dimensional cases. However, the modifica­
tion from face-data structures to edge-data structures is preferred when developing the 
three-dimensional implicit time-integration scheme. This is because edge-data structure 
provides simple and direct first-neighbor connectivity for each mesh vertex as explciined 
previously in Chapter 3. 
"A public domain softWeire package of FORTRAN subroutines which analyze and solve various 
systems of simultaneous linear algebraic equations. 
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5 TWO-DIMENSIONAL APPLICATIONS 
In this chapter the two-dimensional algorithms axe tested on internal and external 
flow problems. The numerical procedure described in the previous chapters namely the 
explicit multistage Runge-Kutta scheme, and the implicit time marching scheme, are 
used on two-dimensional triangular meshes. 
Six classic test problems are considered. Both inviscid and viscous cases are tested 
using the explicit and the implicit time-marching schemes to demonstrate the algorithms 
ability to solve for flows over a wide range of Mach numbers. The feasibility of using 
preconditioning with unstructured flow solvers, and the performance enhancement due 
to preconditioning applied to the standard algorithms at various flow conditions is also 
illustrated. Furthermore, comparisons between the performance of the explicit and the 
implicit upwind schemes, with and without preconditioning, axe analyzed. With each 
case presented, certain important features of the algorithm axe highlighted. 
The convergence history in all cases is monitored by plotting the error versus the 
CPU time or the error versus the iteration number. The solution error in this work is 
defined by the root-mean-squaxe {RMS) of the viscous primitive variables in delta form, 
Ag„, and is given by 
where represents the viscous primitive variables at freestream conditions, used herein 
for normalization, and — 9". The use of viscous primitive variables rather 
than the residuals or the Z2-norm of the density residual is due to their consistency in 




indicating the convergence trend of the algorithm. The solution error In Equation 5.1 
is found to give similar starting points at low Mach numbers, with and without precon­
ditioning. This is not the case when the La-norm of the density residual is taken as the 
error in the solution. The numerical solution is usually deemed converged to an engi­
neering accuracy if a four order of magnitude reduction in the solution error is achieved. 
However, throughout this work, many cases are allowed to converge to machine zero 
accuracy which helps in the evaluation of the algorithm's performance. 
The two-dimensional problems tested are summarized in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Summary of 2-D applications 
Case number Problem description 
1 Inviscid flow over a supersonic ramp in a channel 
2 Inviscid flow over the NACA0012 airfoil 
3 Laminar boundary-layer flow over a flat plate 
4 Viscous channel flow 
5 Flow over a 2D-cylinder 
6 Viscous flow over a compression comer 
5.1 Inviscid Flow Over a Supersonic Ramp in a Channel 
This test problem involves the internal, inviscid, supersonic flow over a 15 degree 
ramp. A sketch of the problem geometry is given in Figure 5.1. This type of simple, 
yet important, geometry is foimd in the diifuser section of many supersonic aircraft en­
gines. The problem is selected to point out the shock capturing capability of the current 
algorithm at high Mach number flow and the use of the flux limiter. Furthermore, this 
problem possesses an analytical solution that can be directly compared to the nimierical 
restdts in regions 1, 2, and 3 (see Figure 5.1). 
The flow enters the channel at a Mach number M = 2.0. An attached shock is formed 
at the compression ramp eind later is reflected from the top wall. The reflected shock is 
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supersonic inlet / supersonic outlet 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagretm of the supersonic ramp geometry and the computa­
tional boundaries. 
weakened by the expansion fan generated at the expemsion comer. The we«ikened shock 
is reflected from the bottom wall before it exists the channel. 
Since the flow is supersonic at the inlet of the chaimel, four flow quantities can be 
specified. Moreover, in this problem, the flow leaves the channel at supersonic speeds: 
therefore, four quantities are extrapolated from the interior of the domain to the exit of 
the channel. It should be stated that the condition at the exit of the channel is unknown 
a priori. The condition at the exit is determined during the execution of the problem 
and the appropriate boimdaxy conditions are then implemented. On the walls of the 
channel, the tangency boimdaxy conditions are enforced. 
Both explicit and implicit computations are performed for this problem. The com­
putations are carried out on a pseudo-unstructured mesh (89x50 grid points), which 
consists of 4450 nodes, 13073 edges £ind 8624 triangular elements. This mesh is shown 
in Figure 5.2. The pressure contours obtained from the implicit computation are shown 
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Table 5.2 Comparison between numeri­
cal and analytical solution for 
the inviscid supersonic ramp 
Region no. Analytical Nimierical 
1 M = 2.0 M = 2.0 
P = 0.1785 P = 0.1785 
2 M = 1.449 M = 1.44 
P = 0.3902 P = 0.391 
3 M = 1.965 M = 1.962 
P = 0.1813 P = 0.180 
in Figure 5.3. Comparisons between the numerical results ajid the ancilytic solution are 
given in Table 5.2. The numerical results are in an excellent agreement with the ana­
lytical solution. The non-dimensional pressure and Mach number distributions on the 
upper and lower walls of the channel are depicted in Figure 5.4. 
The steady-state results from the RK-4 explicit scheme are obtained at a CFL value of 
7.0 with local time stepping aaid residual averaging. On the other hand, the computation 
of the implicit scheme is performed at CFL=1000 and with local time stepping. The 
convergence history in terms of the iteration numbers is given in Figure 5.5. As expected, 
the convergence of the explicit scheme is much slower than the implicit scheme. In both 
cases, however, the convergence is stalled due to the use of a flux limiter. Therefore, the 
limiters are kept frozen after a certain point in the convergence process. A four order of 
magnitude reduction in the solution error is obtained in less than 200 iterations when 
using the implicit scheme. In contrast, approximately 1000 iterations are required for 
the explicit scheme to achieve a four order of magnitude reduction in the solution error. 
The pressure profile across the strong shock, originating from the front edge of the 
ramp, at x = 0.8 is given in Figure 5.6. The figure compares the numerical solution 
obtained from the explicit and the implicit second-order upwind algorithms to the exact 
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Figure 5.2 Pseudo-unstructured mesh for the supersonic ramp in a channel. 
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Figure 5.3 Pressure contours over the 15 degrees ramp at M=2.0 . 
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Figure 5.4 Pressure and Mach number distributions on the upper and lower walls 















Euler Solution For a 15 deg. Supersonic Ramp 
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Figure 5.5 Convergence history comparison between the explicit and the implicit 








Euler Solution For a 15 deg. Supersonic Ramp 
Analytical 
G- — e Explicit (2nd-0 + LImlter) 
h- — A Implicit (2nd-0 + Limiter) 
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Figure 5.6 Compaxison of pressure across the strong shock originating from the ramp 
at x=0.8. 
anaJyticaJ solution. The solutions from the numerical schemes exhibit a monotonic 
behavior and capture the shock sharply. 
The difference between the numerical solutions with eind without flux-limiters are 
illustrated vividly in Figure 5.7. The pressure profile across the shock obtained by 
the high-order upwind algorithm without a luniter shows an overshoot (oscillation) at 
the shock. This figure aJso provides the numerical result obtained from the first-order 
upwind scheme. The lower-order upwind scheme tends to be much more diffusive than 
the high-order upwind scheme. Recall from Chapter 3 that the higher-order upwind 
algorithm utilizes the piecewise lineax-reconstruction method to obtain fluxes on the 
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Figiire 5.7 Pressure profile conxpeirison between the analytical solution and various 
numerical solutions 
faces of the median-duals. This reconstruction process provides a higher resolution in 
capturing shocks. 
5.2 Inviscid Flow Over the NACA0012 Airfoil 
This test problem involves the inviscid solution of a flow past the NACA0012 airfoil 
at different freestream conditions. These cases are used to demonstrate the capability of 
the current algorithm in efficiently computing a wide range of inviscid flow conditions. 
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Figure 5.8 Partial view of mesh about NACA0012 airfoil, 2020 nodes, 5930 edges 
and 3910 triangles. 
The mesh used in these cases is generated , using the advancing front method [28]. The 
mesh consists of 2020 nodes, 5930 edges, and 3910 triangular elements, as shown in 
Figure 5.8. The grid boundaries are placed 6 chord lengths from the airfoil. 
The pressure contours for M = 0.8 and a = 1.25° are shown in Figure 5.9. The results 
are obtained using the implicit scheme at CFL=2 x 10®. Machine zero convergence is 
obtained in approximately 300 iterations. The pressiire contours for M = 0.3 and 
Q = 3.0°, shovm in Figure 5.10, are obtained using the explicit scheme at CFL=5 with 
residual smoothing and local time stepping. The corresponding pressure coefficient {Cp) 
distributions on the surface of the airfoil for the aforementioned two test conditions axe 
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given in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. The aJgorithm's ability to resolve flow discontinuities is 
evident in Figures 5.9 and 5.11. Both the strong shock on the upper surface and the 
weak shock on the lower surface are captured. The computed results are compared with 
results obtiiined from Test Nimiber 3 in Reference [65]. 
The convergence of the Euler solution for flows past the NACA0012 deteriorated 
drastically for the standard explicit RK-4 scheme as the Mach number is reduced from 
the compressible to the incompressible limits. This trend is shown in Figure 5.13 for 
flow conditions at Mach numbers of 0.8, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1. All cases are computed using 
local time stepping and residual smoothing. The results for Mach ninnbers of 0.8, 0.5 
and 0.3 are obtained using CFL value of 5.0. However, at M = 0.1 CFL value of 
2.8 seemed necessary to prevent the algorithm from being unstable. Nevertheless, at 
M < 0.1 the flow solution is foimd to be non-convergent or unattainable. When inviscid 
preconditioning is employed on the explicit scheme, rapid convergence is observed even 
for very low Mach nimibers. Moreover, convergence is found to be almost independent of 
Mach number. The convergence for the preconditioned algorithms at Max:h numbers of 
0.5 and 10"^ are shown in Figure 5.13. The resxdts from the preconditioned computations 
are obtained using local time stepping at CFL=7. This high CFL veilue is possible due 
to the use of residual smoothing in combination with preconditioning. 
It should be noted that the increase in the machine roimdoff errors at low Mach 
nima.bers is due to the tnmcation errors in the computation of the pressoire gradients 
in the momentum equations. It has been suggested that the use of gauge pressure wiU 
eliminate this problem [49]. 
A trend similar to the explicit algorithm is found with the implicit scheme. However, 
the severity of convergence deterioration for the standard implicit algorithm as the Mach 
numbers are lowered is not as strong as with the explicit scheme, as seen in Figure 5.14. 
This is due to the high CFL values at which the implicit scheme can operate. A CFL 
value of 2 X 10® is used for computing all cases with the implicit scheme. Nevertheless, 
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the convergence rate decrease rapidly with the standard implicit algorithm as the Mach 
nxmiber is reduced below the veilue of 0.1. When preconditioning is employed on the 
implicit scheme, convergence enhancement at low Mach numbers is evident, as can be 
seen from the convergence history in Figure 5.14. 
As expected, the convergence of the implicit algorithm is much faster than the explicit 
algorithm. Comparisons between the convergence histories in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 in­
dicate that aX M = 0.01 the preconditioned-implidt scheme converged six times faster 
than the preconditioned-explicit algorithm. At M = 0.3 the convergence-error dropped 
almost four-orders of magnitude in 600 CPU seconds when the standard-implicit scheme 
is used. On the other hand, approximately 15000 CPU seconds are required for a four-
order of magnitude drop with the standard-explicit algorithm. Hence, the convergence 
of the implicit scheme is almost 25 times faster than the explicit scheme when precon­
ditioning is not used. Although, these results point out the rapid convergence of the 
implicit algorithm over the explicit algorithm, both with and without preconditioning, 
they also indicate that the explicit scheme is more sensitive to preconditioning than the 
implicit scheme. The scaling of the eigenvalues due to inviscid preconditioning allows 
aU processes to evolve at aji approximately similar rate. This behavior is foimd to be 
more beneficiary for the explicit scheme than the implicit scheme. It allows the explicit 
algorithm in combination with residual averaging to operate at a higher CFL value than 
normally possible. As a consequence, converged solutions for flow conditions that used 
to be impossible to obtain with the explicit edgorithm are now possible and attainable 
in a reasonable CPU time. 
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Figure 5.9 Pressure contours for NACA0012 at M=0.8 and a = 1.25°. 
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Figure 5.11 Cp distribution for NACA0012 airfoil at M=0.8 and a = 1.25°. 
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Figxire 5.12 Cp distribution for NACA0012 airfoil at M=0.3 and a = 3.0°. 
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Figure 5.15 Schematic diagram of the flat plate flow field and the computational 
5.3 Laminar Boundary-Layer Flow Over a Flat Plate 
To test the Navier-Stokes solution and the viscous preconditioning, the classical leim-
inar boundary-layer flow over a flat plate is considered. Flow Mach numbers between 
0.3 and 10"^ are computed for Reynolds nimibers of 1000 and 10000. To resolve the 
boundary layer a highly stretched 28 x 35 structured grid is first generated. The quadri­
lateral cells are later tessellated into triangles to obtain an imstructured mesh with 980 
nodes, 2815 edges, and 1836 elements. Figure 5.15 shows a schematic diagram of the 
flat plate flow field and the computational boimdary conditions used. 
Figure 5.16 depicts the laminar velocity profile obtained from the viscous precondi­
tioned explicit scheme and compares it to the theoretical Blasius solution. The solution 
from the preconditioned explicit RK-4 scheme is found to converge in less than 1000 
iterations. In the same figure the velocity profile from the standard non-preconditioned 
explicit RK-4 scheme at 5000 iterations is also presented. It is clear that the standard 
boimdaries. 
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algorithm requires further iterations to reach the converged profile. 
The convergence history for a flow solution at Mach number 0.1 and at Reynolds num­
bers of 1000 and 10000 are shown in Figure 5.17. With the standard non-preconditioned 
explicit scheme, the error drops rapidly for the initial few iterations, then slows down 
drastically. On the other hand, the use of viscous preconditioning on the explicit scheme 
residts in a very rapid convergence. This case is computed with the use of local time 
stepping and residual averaging at CFL=4.2 and VNN=0.2. 
Figure 5.18 presents comparisons of the convergence rates of the laminax boundary 
layer flows at Re=10000 for M=0.001 and 0.3. For both cases, the convergence of 
the enhanced algorithm is much faster than the standard algorithm. Upon examining 
these results, it is evident that viscous preconditioning helps in enhancing the general 
convergence of low Mach number flows as well as high Mach number flows. 
The convergence performzuice of the implicit scheme with and without precondition­
ing is shown in Figure 5.19. The solution for M=0.1 and M=0.3 at Re=10000 is attained 
at CFL value of 100. For the preconditioned algorithm, a VNN of 2.5 is used. The stan­
dard algorithm exhibits a fast convergence at the beginning of the iterations. However, 
the convergence deteriorates thereafter. The preconditioned solution converged at a 
much faster rate than the standard algorithm. 
The comparison between the performance of the explicit and implicit schemes is 
depicted in Figure 5.20. The figure indicates that preconditioning enhances the perfor­
mance of the stzmdard explicit scheme more than the standard implicit scheme. This is 
mainly due to the relatively high CFL value at which the implicit scheme operates even 
without preconditioning. However, the preconditioned implicit scheme converged four 
times faster than the preconditioned explicit scheme. 
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Figure 5.16 Laminax velocity profile at Re=10000 and M=0.1. 
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Figure 5.17 Convergence history for the laminar boundaxy layer for the 
standard and the preconditioned explicit RK-4 algorithms. 
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Figure 5.18 Convergence history for the laminar boimdary layer for the 
stajidard and the preconditioned explicit RK-4 algorithms at 
Re=10000. 
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Figure 5.19 Convergence history for the laminar boundary layer for the 
standard and the preconditioned implicit algorithms. 
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Figure 5.20 Convergence comparison between the explicit and the implicit 
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Figure 5.21 Developing channel flow geometry. 
5.4 Viscous Channel Flow 
In this test problem, the two-dimensional flow between two parallel plates is consid­
ered. In this case, a uniform velocity profile enters the channel and is allowed to fuUy 
develop before leaving the channel ais shown in Figure 5.21. This type of flow is known 
as developing channel flow. The channel flow problem is a good test case for evaluat­
ing the performance of the current density-based marching algorithm at very low Mach 
numbers. Moreover, it involves basic boundary conditions that axe usually encountered 
in internal flow problems. 
The inlet boundary condition for the developing channel problem consists of spec­
ifying a uniform inlet velocity profile and an inlet Mach number. An adiabatic wall 
condition and no-slip boundary conditions on the channel walls are specified. The flow 
enters the constant area channel and is allowed to develop along the length of the chan­
nel. The channel length is selected according to the channel operation Reynolds number 
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to ensure fiiUy developed flow at the channel outlet. Hence, L = 2h,ik, and 30ft are used 
for Re = 0.5, 10, and 75, respectively. The inlet velocity, density, and half of the channel 
height are used in defining the channel operation Reynolds number. Re = 
The results from the current study axe compared with results from incompressible 
Navier-Stokes computations obtained by Morihara and Cheng [66] for Re = 0.5 and 
Re = 10, and those by McDonald et al. [67] for Re = 75. The comparison between 
the center line velocity of the channel at a low Mach nimiber of 0.01 obtained from the 
present preconditioned unstructured implicit solver is shown in Figure 5.22 ailong with 
the nimierical results by other researchers. Good agreement is attained for all Reynolds 
nxmibers. At a Reynolds number of 75, the current restdts under-predicted the channel 
center line velocity by a slight margin. The present results are performed on pseudo-
unstructured meshes of 31 x-stations by 49 points along the channel hight. The grid 
points are clustered toward the channel inlet and the two walls using Roberts stretching 
transformations [68]. This grid consists of a mesh with 1519 grid points, 4398 edges, 
and 2880 triangular cells. 
The performance of the current algorithm with and without preconditioning for the 
implicit and the explicit schemes is evaluated using the channel flow at Re = 75 and at 
various inlet Mach numbers. The convergence histories at four inlet Mach nxmibers of 
0.1, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001 obtained from the standard implicit and the preconditioned 
implicit schemes are shown in Figure 5.23. At a Mach number of 0.1, the standard 
and the enhanced algorithms have a comparable performance. However, at lower Mach 
numbers, the preconditioned implicit scheme outperformed the standard algorithm by 
converging at a much faster rate. To illustrate the difference in the convergence per­
formance of the implicit schemes, the center line velocity profiles at Veirious iterations 
for both schemes are given in Figures 5.24 and 5.25. The enhanced preconditioned al­
gorithm converged in merely 100 iterations, while the standard scheme converged in 















Figure 5.22 Comparison of the computed center line velocity with previous 
numerical results for the developing chaimel flow problem. 
requirements for the preconditioned scheme is about 30% more per iteration over the 
standard scheme. In both algorithms, two implicit sub-iterations per global iteration, 
local time stepping, and a CFL value of 56 are used. The VNN for the preconditioned 
algorithm is set at a value of 2.0. 
The preconditioned explicit RK-4 algorithm eilso converged at a much faster rate 
than the standard explicit scheme. In fact, the preconditioned scheme outperformed the 
standard scheme even at a Mach number as high as 0.1. Local time stepping and residucd 
smoothing at a CFL of 5.0 are utilized for both explicit schemes. For the preconditioned 
explicit algorithm, a VNN of 0.95 is used. A comparison of the convergence history for 
the explicit schemes is given in Figure 5.26. The preconditioned explicit scheme requires 
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Figure 5.23 Convergence of the standard and the preconditioned implicit 
schemes for the developing channel flow problem at Re=75. 
about 30% more CPU seconds per iteration than the standard explicit scheme. However, 
the faster rate of convergence of the preconditioned algorithm offsets this additional 
expense. The figure also shows the convergence of the preconditioned implicit scheme 
along with the explicit schemes. It is clear that the implicit scheme converges much faster 
than the preconditioned explicit scheme. It should be noted that the CPU requirement 
for the implicit scheme (at two sub-iterations per global iteration) is just slightly more 
than the explicit scheme. 
The effect of the channel inlet Mach number on the center line velocity profile is 
illustrated in Figure 5.27. As the inlet Mach nimiber increases, the pressure across 
the channel will continuously drop and the density wiU decrease. The velocity of the 
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Figure 5.24 Convergence rate of the preconditioned implicit scheme for the 
developing channel flow problem 
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Figure 5.25 Convergence rate of the standard implicit scheme for the de­
veloping channel flow problem 
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Figure 5.26 Convergence of the standard and the preconditioned explicit 
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Figure 5.27 Inlet Mach number effect on the center line velocity of the fully 
developed channel flow problem. 
isothermal compressible flow across the channel wiU then continue to increase until a 
choked Fanno's flow is reached. This behavior is evident in Figure 5.27. The results 
shown are similar to those obtained in Reference [69]. 
A grid refinement study is also performed on the developing channel flow problem, 
and the results axe given in Figures 5.28. A Reynolds number of 75 and an inlet Mach 
number of 0.01 axe used for the grid refinement study. The center line velocities obtained 
from a sequence of refined grids, shown in Figure 5.28, indicates that a grid independent 
solution is achieved. The computed velocity profiles in the inlet region of the channel 
are given by a vector plot in Figure 5.29. An overshoot in the velocity profile is cleaurly 
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Figirre 5.28 Center line velocity for a sequence of refined meshes for the 
developing channel flow problem. 
Figure 5.29 Velocity vector plot of the inlet region of the developing channel 
flow problem at Re=75 and M=0.01. 
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Figure 5.30 Velocity vector plot behinde a 2-D cylinder at Re=40. 
5.5 Flow Over a 2D-Cylinder 
The fifth case considered is that of a flow over a 2-D circuleir cylinder at a Reynolds 
number of 40 and Mach numbers of 0.1 and 0.3 . At this low Reynolds number, the flow 
is steady but significant fiow separation and recirculation regions axe present behind the 
cylinder, as shown in Figure 5.30. The solution is solved on a mesh that is generated 
using the advancing front method. The mesh consists of 1974 nodes and 5794 edges with 
the outer boundaries placed approximately 30 radii from the surface of the cylinder. A 
partial view of the mesh is given in Figure 5.31. The viscous no-slip botmdary condition 
is enforced on the surface of the cylinder along with a zero normal pressure gradient and 
constant wall temperature. At the inflow (outer boimdaxy), freestream conditions axe 
specified while, the freestream pressure is specified at the outflow boundaries. 
The pressure contours obtained from the enhanced explicit algorithm are given in 
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Figure 5.32 Pressure contours over 2-D cylinder at M=0.1 and Re=40 ob­
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Figure 5.33 Compaxison of pressure coefficient distribution on the 2-D 
cylinder at Re=40. 
Figure 5.32. The comparison of the pressure coefficient distribution obtained from the 
current algorithm is compared with those obtained on structured grids by Lim [70], 
Rhie [71], amd Tenpas [69] as shown in Figure 5.33. 
The convergence characteristics for the standcird and the preconditioned explicit 
algorithms axe given in Figure 5.34. It is clear that rapid convergence is achieved via 
the use of viscous preconditioning. The preconditioned algorithm is computed using a 
VNN value of 0.5 and a CFL value of 5.4. This problem has also been computed using 
the implicit algorithm at a CFL value of 50. The convergence rate for the standard 
implicit algorithm is compared to the preconditioned implicit scheme in Figure 5.35. The 
preconditioned implicit algorithm achieved an almost eight-order of magnitude reduction 
in 1000 iterations compared to a four-order of magnitude reduction in almost 4000 
iterations for the standard non-preconditioned eilgorithm. 
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Explicit RK-4 Scheme, Re=40 
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Figure 5.34 Convergence history of the standaxd and the preconditioned 
explicit RK-4 aJgorithms for flow over a 2-D cylinder. 
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Figure 5.35 Convergence history of the standard eind the preconditioned 
implicit aJgorithms for flow over a 2-D cylinder. 
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5.6 Viscous Flow Over a Compression Corner 
This test case consists of a supersonic flow with a strong viscous-inviscid interac­
tion. The problem geometry is that of a supersonic flow over a flat plate followed by 
a 10° compression comer, as shown in Figure 5.36. The freestre«im Mach number and 
temperature are equal to 3.0 and 216.7 K, respectively. The Reynolds number for this 
problem is based on the comer location (L=1.0 m) and is equal to 1.68 x 10"*. The ratio 
of the wall temperature to freestream temperature, is equal to 2.8 . The Prandtl 
•^00 
number for this case is assumed to be equal to 0.72. Freestream boundary conditions 
are specified at the inflow and upper boundaries, while no-slip boimdary conditions eire 
enforced on the walls. 
An axlverse pressure gradient generated by the comer influences the upstream flow 
along the flat plate eind induces a separated bound<iry layer. A complex interaction 
between the viscous dominated boundary layer and the outer inviscid flow results. The 
laminar flat plate boimdary layer thickens near the comer where a steady-state recircu­
lating flow region exists. .After the separated region, the boimdary layer re-attaches. 
A 138x50 pseudo-imstructured grid is used for this problem. The grid is shown in 
Figure 5.37 has 6900 mesh points, 13426 triangles, and 20325 edges. Between x = 0.0 
and X = 0.2 the mesh is clustered toward the leading edge of the flat plate to resolve the 
weak leading edge shock. Thereafter, the mesh is equally spaced in the x-direction. The 
mesh is also clustered toward the wall to resolve the boundary layer and the recirciilating 
zone. The upper boundary is extended above the ramp surface to insure that the leading 
edge shock is allowed to leave through the outflow boimdary. 
This problem has been solved numerically using stmctured grid flow solvers by 
Carter [72], Himg and MacCormack [73], and Bamett and Davis [74], among others. 
Few have attempted to solve this problem using unstmctured flow solvers. To the best 
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Figure 5.37 Mesh for the compression comer problem 
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rent problem axe those by Delanaye and Essers [75], and by Lohner et al. [15]. This 
problem poses a rezil challenge to the current unstructured algorithm, due to the high 
mesh stretching required in the predominaint viscous region to resolve the boundary 
layer and the complex flow interaction accurately. In this work, the implicit algorithm 
with and without preconditioning is used in computing the flowfield over the supersonic 
compression ramp to test the method's ability in capturing complex flow phenomena in 
an efllcient manner. The caloilations are carried out at a CFL value of 6.0 and a VNN 
of 1.75. 
The pressure contours for the entire flowfield are shown in Figure 5.38. The figure 
clearly shows the weak leading shock emanating from the flat plate leading edge and 
clearing the flow domain from the outflow boimdary. In the figure one cein also see the 
coalescence of the compression waves into a shock wave neax the comer region. The 
separated zone is depicted in a streamline contours plot shown in Figure 5.39, amd in a 
velocity vector plot in Figure 5.40. In the current calculations, the separation and the 
reattachment points are located at x = 0.88m and x = 1.17m, respectively. 
The skin friction coefficient and the pressure distribution on the walls are given 
in Figures 5.41 and 5.42, respectively. The ctirrent results compare very well with the 
benchmark Navier-Stokes computations of Himg and MacCormack [73]. The skin friction 
is defined as C/ = o sp^Uoo' convergence history for the standard and the precondi­
tioned algorithm is given in Figure 5.43. With preconditioning, a converged solution is 
obtained in as few as 2000 iterations, while more that 10000 iterations axe required for 
the standard implicit scheme. The standard algorithm exhibits good convergence at the 
initial stages of the computations; however, the convergence stalls thereafter. The good 
convergence at the initial stages probably corresponds to the high speed inviscid flow 
region above the boundary layer, while the poor convergence therecifter corresponds to 
the slow changes in the viscous dominated boimdary layer region. This difference in the 
rate of convergence between the standard and the preconditioned implicit algorithms is 
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Figure 5.38 Pressure contours for the flow field over the supersonic com­
pression ramp. 
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Figure 5.39 Streamline contours neaj the recirculating region of the com­
pression comer 
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Figure 5.40 Velocity vector plot near the recirculating region of the com­
pression comer. 
cleaxly illustrated in Figure 5.44. The figure traces the convergence profile of the wall 
skin friction coeflBcient, C/, for both the preconditioned and the non-preconditioned al­
gorithms. The preconditioned algorithm converged in less than 2050 iterations while the 
standard algorithm required almost 12000 iterations to converge. The slowest rate of 
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Figure 5.41 Skin friction distribution on the supersonic ramp wall. 
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Figure 5.42 Normalized pressure distribution on the supersonic ramp wall. 
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Implicit Scheme, M=3.0 Re=1.68E04 
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Figure 5.44 Convergence rates for the wall Cj profile for both the standard 
algorithm and the enhanced preconditioned algorithm. 
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6 THREE-DIMENSIONAL APPLICATIONS 
The three-dimensional flow problems are solved using the 3-D explicit RK-4 algo­
rithm on tmstructured meshes. The flow solver utilizes local time stepping and residual 
smoothing to accelerate the solution convergence to steady-state. As with the two-
dimensional algorithm, the three-dimensional code incorporates the inviscid and viscous 
low Mach number time-derivative preconditioning methods. 
A number of test problems are selected to provide an assessment of the solver's ability 
to compute a wide range of flow conditions and geometries. The flexibility in handling 
complex geometry is demonstrated by solving the flow over a full fighter configuration. 
The algorithm's ability to capture shocks is exhibited in the inviscid solution of a super­
sonic flow over a 4% bump in a channel. The convergence enhajicement of an inviscid, 
low Mach number problem is shown in the flow solution over a 10% bump in a chaimel. 
The ability of solving three-dimensional viscous flows axe demonstrated in the solution 
of two viscoxis subsonic flow problems. The three-dimensional problems studied in this 
work are simimarized in Table 6.1. 







Inviscid Supersonic Flow Over a 4% bimip in a channel 
Inviscid Subsonic Flow Over a 10% bimip in a channel 
Viscous Subsonic Flow over a 4% Bump in a Channel 
Developing Flow in a 3-D Rectangular Duct 
Inviscid Flow Over the Langley Experimental Fighter 
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6.1 Inviscid Supersonic Flow Over a 4% Bump in a Channel 
The first three-dimensional test case is that of an inviscid supersonic flow at a Mach 
number of 1.4 in a channel with 4% circular axe (bump) on the lower wall. This geometry 
corresponds to the two-dimensional problem solved by Ni [76]. Freestream boundary 
conditions are specified on the channel inlet, while tangency conditions are specified on 
the walls of the channel. Since the flow exits the chamnel at supersonic speeds, five flow 
quantities are extrapolated from the domain interior to the outflow boundary. A pseudo-
unstructured grid generation method is used in generating the unstructured mesh. The 
mesh consisted of 7938 points, 39360 tetraliedra, 49913 edges and 81336 faces. Among 
the mesh faces, 4592 constitute the channel walls. The channel has a height equal to 1 L, 
a length of 3 L, and a width of 0.5 L, where L is the width of the bump. An isometric 
view of the channel stirface mesh is shown in Figure 6.1 
Figure 6.2 shows the pressure contours calculated by the current explicit algorithm at 
a CFL value of 2.5 with residual smoothing. The shocks in the flow domains axe captured 
sharply. A shock wave develops from the btimp leading edge and reflects back from the 
channel upper wall. The reflected leading edge shock coalesces with the bump trailing 
edge shock after it is reflected once more from the lower channel wall. This problem 
has also been solved on unstructured meshes by Paxthasaxathy and Kallinderis [40]. 
However, since no specific flow distribution on the channel walls is given, no comparison 
of results can be made. 
The ax:curacy of the three-dimensional nimierical results axe compared with two-
dimensional results obtained using the current work as shown in Figure 6.3. The figure 
displays Mach number distribution on the lower wall of the chaimel. The convergence 
history of this case is given in Figure 6.4. Approximately four order-of-magnitude re­
duction is achieved in as many as 1000 iterations. 
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Figure 6.1 isometric view of the .urf^e »esh for a 4% b^p in a channel 
Figure 6.2 Computed Mach contours over a 4% bump at 1.4. 
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Figure 6.3 Mach number distribution on the lower wall of the channel 
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Figure 6.4 Convergence history for the 4% bump problem 
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6.2 Inviscid Subsonic Flow Over a 10% Bump in a Channel 
The subsonic inviscid flow over a 10% bump in a channel has a geometry that is 
similar to the previous problem, with the exception of the amplitude of the bump. 
The chajmel inlet flow condition in this problem corresponds to a low subsonic Mach 
number flow. Therefore, four flow quantities (Pt, 5f, u = 0, ly = 0) are specified at 
the inlet, while the fifth (u) is extrapolated from withia the computational domain. On 
the outflow boundary, four flow quantities (u, u, la, p) are extrapolated from within the 
computational domain to the channel outlet, and one flow quantity is fixed (P = Poo). 
This problem has also been solved in two-dimensions by maxiy researches [76]-[78]. 
No reference could be found for a three-dimensional geometry. Therefore, the numerical 
resTilts from the three-dimensional problem are compared with results obtained using 
the two-dimensional algorithm developed in this study. This test case is chosen to 
assess the inviscid low Mach number preconditioning performance with the current three-
dimensional explicit scheme. 
A pseudo-unstructured mesh which contains 3906 points, 18000 tetrahedra, 23605 
edges, and 37700 faces is used for the 10% bump problem. The computed pressure con­
tours in the flowfield are displayed in Figure 6.5. The non-dimensional pressure distribu­
tion on the lower wail of the channel is shown in Figure 6.6 eilong with results obtained 
from the two-dimensional geometry. The agreement between the three-dimensional re-
stdts and the two-dimensional results is excellent. 
Calculations are also caixied out at various Mach numbers, with axid without precon­
ditioning, at a CFL vzdue of 7.5, and with residual averaging. The convergence history of 
all cases are displayed in Figure 6.7. It is clear that as the Mach number is lowered, the 
convergence of the standard explicit algorithm deteriorates. In fact, at M=0.01 the stan­
dard algorithm diverges. On the other hand, Mach independent convergence is attained 
with the use of preconditioning at a rate much faster than the standard algorithm. 
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Figure 6.5 Computed pressure contours over a 10% bump in a channel. 
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Figure 6.6 Non-dimensional pressure distribution at the lower wall of the 10% bump 
in a chajinel with inlet Mach number of 0.01. 
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Euler Solutions Of a Flow Over a 3-D 10% Bump 
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Figure 6.7 Convergence history for the 10% bump problem using the RK-4 scheme 
with and without preconditioning. 
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6.3 Viscous Subsonic Flow Over a 4% Bump in a Channel 
The subsonic viscous laminar flow over a 4% biunp in a channel is solved in this 
problem. The flow is quasi-two-dimensional, which allows flow solution comparison with 
two-dimensional results obtained from the explicit algorithm developed in this work. 
The channel has a height equal to 1 L, a length of 3 L, and a width of 0.3 L. As in the 
other 3-D channel problems, a pseudo-imstructured grid is generated for this problem. 
The mesh consists of 6200 points, 28080 tetrahedra, 37171 edges and 59052 faces. The 
grid points were clustered toward the lower wall of the channel to resolve the laminar 
boundary layer. 
Subsonic flow condition of Mach number equal to 0.1 is specified at the channel inlet. 
On the lower wall of the channel the symmetry boundary condition is imposed from the 
inlet of the channel to the leading edge of the bump. The no-slip boundary condition 
is imposed from the bump leading edge to the outlet boxmdaries. Tangency boundary 
conditions are imposed on the other walls of the channel. The temprature at the no-slip 
wall is set equal to the freestream channel inlet temperature. The flow is computed 
at Reynolds number equal to 8000 baised on the inlet condition cind the bump length 
(L=1.0). 
The computed Mach number contours at the walls of the channel are shown in 
Figure 6.8, where one can cleaxly see the thickening of the laminar boundary layer 
starting from the bump leading edge. Figtire 6.9 displays the velocity vector plot at the 
channel mid-plane. A comparison of wall skin friction coefficient with results obtained 
from an equivalent 2-D case is given in Figure 6.10. The wall skin friction is computed 
at the mid-plane of the channel. The result compares well with the result obtained 
from the two-dimensional case. The solution required almost 24000 iteration to reach a 
converged steady-state. The convergence history is given in Figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.8 Mach number contours. 
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Figure 6.10 Skin friction coeflScient distribution for the viscous flow over a 4% bximp. 
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Figure 6.11 Convergence history for the viscous flow over a A% bump problem using 
the RK-4. 
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6.4 Developing Flow in a 3—D Rectangular Duct 
The aJgorithm's ability in solving three-dimensioncil viscous laminax flow is demon­
strated in this problem, the problem consists of a uniform flow entering a duct with a 
squaxe cross-section. The flow is then allowed to fully develop before leaving the channel. 
Due to the symmetry of the flow only one quadrant of the duct is simulated. A 
pseudo-unstructured mesh is generated for this problem which contains 3042 points, 
14688 tetraiiedra, 18833 edges, and 30480 faces. This mesh translates to 13 x 13 x 18 
points on a structured grid. The inlet boundary condition consists of specifying a uniform 
inlet velocity and inlet Mach nimiber. An adiabatic wall condition is assumed and no-slip 
boundary conditions on the channel walls are specified. Symmetry boundary conditions 
axe also imposed to simulate one quadrant of the duct. 
As in the 2-D developing channel flow in this problem the duct length is selected to 
ensure fully-developed flow at the duct outlet plane. Therefore, a duct length of Ah and 
AQh are used for a duct Reynolds nimiber of 5 and 100, respectively. The inlet velocity, 
density, and half of the channel height {h) are used in defining the duct flow operational 
Reynolds niunber. 
This problem has been investigated by several researchers including TenPas [69] 
and Wong et al. [79] on structured grids, and by Ramin [51] on unstructured mesh. 
Experimental results axe also available from the work of Goldstein and Kreid [80]. 
The computed flow through the duct for M = 0.1 and at i2e = 5 and 100 agrees 
well with benchmark solution of Wong et al. [79]. This is demonstrated by plotting the 
centerline velocity across the channel, as shown in Figure 6.12. The results obtained from 
the incompressible computation of Wong et a. [79] axe known to match the experimental 
results given by Goldstein and Kreid [80] at Re = 100. The converged solution is 
obtained in 11000 iterations at a CFL value of 3.0. The solution at 11000 iterations 
required approximately 50 hours of CPU time using a 275 MHz DEC AXP 3000/900. 
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Figure 6.12 Convergence history for the developing duct flow. 
The computed velocity vectors at the mid-plane of the duct is shown in Figure 6.13. 
The vector plot clearly shows the small overshoot in the velocity vector profiles at the 
entraxice region of the duct. This behavior is olso observed by other reseaxchers, see for 
example [69] and [79]. The corresponding contours of the velocity magnitudes at the 
mid-plane of the duct are also shown in Figtire 6.14. 
Figure 6.13 Velocity vector plot at the duct mid-plane for Re=100 
Figure 6.14 Contours of velocity magnitude at the duct mid-plane for Re=100. 
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6.5 Inviscid Flow Over the Langley Experimental Fighter 
The flexibility of the current algorithm in computing flows over complex geometries 
and multiple botmdaxy conditions is demonstrated in this test case. The inviscid Euler 
solution over a complete fighter configuration is obtained with the use of the current 
three-dimensioned explicit Runge-Kutta algorithm. The airplane configuration is that 
of the Langley Experimental Fighter (LEF). The configiiration, shown in Figiire 6.15, 
consists of a fuselage, crajiked delta wings, canards, a vertical stabilizer and aji engine 
inlet and outlet. 
The unstructured mesh for the fighter configuration is obtained from the Numerical 
Aerodynamic Simulation data set archive. This archive, which contains several meshes 
over two- and three-dimensional geometries, is found on the World Wide Web (WWW) 
at URL http://www.nas.nasa.gov/NAS/DataSets . The LEF mesh is provided by Neely 
and Batina. The original data set for the fighter configuration is in an element-data 
structure. Therefore, a procedure is developed to convert the data into a face-data 
structure, which is used in this work. Figure 6.16 shows the fighter, the symmetry 
plane, and the outer boundary surfaces that contain the computational domain. Since 
this is a symmetric configuration, only half of the geometry is modelled. The mesh 
contains 70125 tetrahedral elements, 13832 mesh points, 87587 edges, eind 143881 faces. 
Among the mesh sxirfaces, 4541 are on the fighter surface, 375 on the outer boimdary 
domains, 2306 on the symmetry plane, 10 on the engine inlet, and 30 on the engine 
outlet. The symmetry plane mesh is shown in Figure 6.17. 
The computations are caxried out at an angle of attack of 3.79° and a Mach nimiber 
of 0.85. The computed pressure solution on the surface of the fighter is shown in Fig­
ures 6.18 and 6.19. Significant flow features are resolved, such as the suction peaJcs on 
the upper surface of the wings and near the leading edge of the wing, stagnation pressure 
at the bottom of the wing, and wing-fuselage and canard-fuselage aerodynamic interfer-
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Figtire 6.15 Surface mesh for the Langley Experimental Fighter (LEF) 
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Figure 6.16 Flow domain and the outer boundaries of the fighter configuration. 
ence. The pressure contours at three locations on the wing of the fighter configuration 
axe displayed in Figure 6.20. 
In aJl cases, the tajigency boundary condition is weakly enforced. In other words, the 
tangency condition is enforced during the calculation of the inviscid fluxes on the walls 
and not explicitly enforced after the solution loop phase. This is due to the complexity 
in defining the normal vectors that represent the ducJ-volxime faces on the surface of 
the fighter. This is especially true near sharp comers such as the wing trailing edges. 
The flow is allowed to enter through the engine inlet and leave from the engine outlet 
without any special boundary enforcement. 
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Figure 6.17 The symmetry plane mesh for the fighter configmration. 
The convergence history for the current flow problem is shown in Figure 6.21. .A. 
three order-of-magnitude drop in the error is achieved in approximately 1000 iterations. 
The computation is carried out using local time stepping and a CFL value of 2.5. This 
configuration required 110 Mb of memory. The solution at 1000 iterations required 
approximately 12 hours of CPU time using a 275 MHz DEC AXP 3000/900. 
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Figure 6.18 Computed pressure contours for the LEF at q = 3.79° and M=0 
(upper view). 
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Figure 6.21 Convergence history for LEF computed solutions 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this study, time-marching, density-based flow solution methods which solve the 
Euler and Navier-Stokes equations on unstructured meshes are presented. For two-
dimensional flow problems, an explicit Runge-Kutta multi-stepping scheme and an impli­
cit Gauss-Seidel time-iterative scheme are developed. Both methods solve the flow equa­
tions on cell-vertex, median-dual, triangular meshes. For three-dimensional flow prob­
lems, only an explicit Rxmge-Kutta time-stepping scheme is developed. A cell-vertex, 
median-dual, tetrahedral discretization is utilized in tesseUating the three-dimensional 
computational domain. 
Flow discontinuities, such as shocks, are accurately captured using the upwind flux-
difFerence-splitting scheme of Roe. Monotonic flow solutions aie achieved neax disconti­
nuities with the implementation of Earth's mTiltidimensional flux limiter. The viscous 
flux terms are computed efficiently by using the control volume equivalent of a central-
difference discretization. To design robust two-dimensionaJ algorithms, an edge-data 
structure is utilized. The edge-data structure is foimd to be both compact and sufficient 
for the "gather" and "scatter" phases of the flux computations. On the other hand, for 
the three-dimensional time-explicit algorithm, the face-data structure is deemed best in 
terms of memory efficiency and robustness. Convergence to steady-state is accelerated 
through the use of local time-stepping and residual-smoothing in the explicit algorithm. 
Further convergence acceleration is also achieved via the use of local time-stepping and 
a highly stable implicit time-marching scheme. The point symmetric Gauss-Seidel iter­
ative solution method is employed for the implicit scheme to reduce the extra memory 
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that is usually necessaxy with other iterative methods. This point-iterative implicit 
scheme requires the inversion of 4 x 4 matrix in two-dimensions or 5 x 5 matrix in 
three-dimensions. 
A time-derivative, low Mach number, inviscid/viscous preconditioning method has 
been successfully incorporated in the unstructured flow algorithms developed in this 
study. In doing so, the operational range of these algorithms has been eflBciently ex­
tended from high Mach number flows to very low Mach nimiber flows. The main con­
tribution of this research is in the implementation of time-derivative preconditioning 
in the implicit upwind flux-difference-splitting scheme. In this work, the upwind flux-
difference-splitting scheme, the explicit multi-stepping scheme, «ind the implicit scheme 
aie all reformulated to accommodate the new preconditioned eigenvalues and eigen­
vectors. This research also makes a contribution to time-derivative preconditioning 
by evaluating the performance of the three-dimensional, explicit, upwind, cell-vertex, 
median-dual, Euler flow solver, both with and without preconditioning. Moreover, this 
work provides another form of the implicit scheme in which the residual vector is linea­
rized with respect to the n -[-1 time level. This alternate implicit discretization is also 
reformulated for use with preconditioning. 
To demonstrate the algorithms' effectiveness and flow applicability range, six test 
cases axe presented for the two-dimensional flow problems, axid fomr test cases for the 
three-dimensional flow problems. Both intemad and external flows are considered. Sub­
stantial convergence enhajicement and acceleration axe shown at low Mach numbers 
when preconditioning is used on the inviscid Euler solutions. The application of precon­
ditioning is foimd to be more sensitive on the explicit scheme than the implicit scheme. 
However, convergence in the implicit scheme remains by far much faster than the explicit 
scheme. This is particularly true for the Euler solutions. General convergence enhance­
ment is also demonstrated through the use of preconditioning on the Navier-Stokes 
equations at both low and high Mach numbers. In other words, this study suggests 
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that time-derivative viscous preconditioning accelerates the convergence of the Navier-
Stokes equations, not only at low Mach number flows, but aJso at very high supersonic 
Mach number flows, as is demonstrated in the viscous compression ramp test problem. 
Various types of boimdary conditions are also considered and successfully tested with 
and without preconditioning. While most of the test problems involve flows over simple 
geometries, the flexibility of the code in handling flows over real, complex geometries is 
demonstrated by solving the transonic flow over a full generic fighter configuration. 
There are several unresolved problems and obstacles which wzirrant further investiga­
tion. In this work, the viscous Jacobians that are generated in the linearization process 
of the implicit scheme have been derived. However, their inclusion in the left-hand-side 
of the discretized equations, along with the tnviscid Jacobieins, did not restore the large 
nimierical stability (as in the Euler equations) to the Navier-Stokes equations. Moreover, 
it was hoped that by using the second form of the implicit scheme (n -i-1 linearization) a 
greater numerical stability could be achieved when solving the Navier-Stokes equations. 
Unfortimately, even though the alternate form of the implicit scheme performed well, it 
did not result in the extra numerical stability that was anticipated. 
It is observed that there is an increase in the machine roundoff error as the flow 
Mach number is lowered. This is due to the truncation error in the computation of 
the pressiire gradient in the momentum equations. It is believed that the use of gauge 
pressure will help reduce machine roundoff error. 
At this point, recommendations for possible axezis of research or improvements to the 
current algorithms are discussed. 
• It is felt that one of the most needed techniques that should be added to the present 
two- and three-dimensional algorithms is the development of a solution adaptive 
capability. A mesh adaption scheme with both grid refinement and coarsening 
will improve the efficiency and the robustness of the current algorithms, as well as 
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increase the overall quality of the solution near high gradient flow regions in an 
economical mariner. 
Another potential area for improvement is the use of mixed elements. The high 
stretching of an imstructured mesh in the boundary layer regions affects the ac­
curacy of the solution. Therefore, quadratic elements in two-dimensions or pris­
matic elements in three-dimensions could be used near body surfaces to resolve the 
boundary layers, while triangular elements in two-dimensions and tetrahedral ele­
ments in three-dimensions could be used to fill the rest of the flow domain. Hence, 
an effort should be directed toward developing a solver that handles grids with 
mixed elements, and is less sensitive to mesh distortion. The use of structured-
type elements near the body surface will also facilitate the implementation of 
boundary conditions and turbulence models without the complications that are 
normally encountered on single-element unstructured meshes. 
One of the most effective techniques for accelerating solution convergence to steady-
state is the multigrid method. Therefore, it seems that the most obvious next step 
in improving the convergence rate of the current algorithms is the implementation 
of a multigrid procedure for unstructured meshes. The use of a multigrid method 
on the preconditioned algorithms should be particularly powerful, since the system 
of equations axe allowed to behave more like a single equation, where a multigrid 
procedure is most effective. 
Another way of reducing computational expenses is by parallelizing the current un­
structured algorithms. This strategy is especially important for three-dimensional 
flow problems, where a massive amoimt of CPU time is required in the prediction 
of the flow field. 
The time-derivative preconditioning implemented in this work is used to attain 
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and enhance the convergence to a steady-state solution. Therefore, pseudo-time 
derivative preconditioning must be developed if time-accurate solutions are desired. 
• Finally, the implicit scheme described for the two-dimensional problems could be 
easily extended to three-dimensional problems. 
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APPENDIX A EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF 
THE STANDARD SYSTEM 
Th.e conservation form of the non-preconditioned Euler equations is given by 
dt 3x ^ dy dz ' ' 
or, in a condensed form, is written as 
^ + = 0 {A.2) 
These equations can also be written in the condensed, quasi-linear form as 
^ + A - V Q  =  0  ( A . 3 )  
or in an expanded form as 
a<3 ac a<3 ae 
where A = B = |^, and C = ^ are the three inviscid Jacobians for the inviscid 
flux f,- = Ei i -t- jF; i -1- Gi k. The three Jacobians can be combined into one condensed 
inviscid Jacobian A, which is given by 
A = ^ (A.0) 
The Jacobians for the inviscid fluxes are given in Refrerence [81]. 
The eigenvalues of the above system of equations are determined by solving the 
equation 
|[A)[/] - A| = 0 (A.6) 
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However, since there axe few zero elements in the Jacobian A, the eigenvalues are difficult 
to obtain using the above form of the equations. Hence, the system is rewritten in the 
non-conservative form as 
= 0 (A.7) 
= 0 (A.8) 
= 0 (A.9) 
= 0 (A.IO) 
where q = {p,u ,v .w,p)  is the primitive variables set. The eigenvalues of Jacobian a are 
much easier to find than those of the Jacobian A, (See Reference [81]). This is because 
the Jacobian a has more zero enteries than the Jacobian A. It is important to note that 
a = [M]-' A [ M ]  (A.ll) 
A = [M] a [M]-' (A.12) 
The Jacobian matrix a is similar to the Jacobian matrix A. Because, similax matrices 
have the same eigenvalues, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian A are determined by finding 
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian a. Hence 
|[A)[/] - a| = 0 (A.13) 
The Jacobian matrix a is also defined as 
a = i [A] L-^ (A. 14) 
where L is the right eigenvector matrix and L~^ is the left eigenvector matrix of the 
Jacobian a. The matrix L is also known as the modal matrix that diagonalizes the 
Jacobian a. 
The right and the left eigenvector matrices for the system of equations in the con­
servation form axe obtained by utilizing the transformation Jacobians, hence 
A = [M] a [M]-^ (A.lo) 
dqdt  dq ^  
[jtf] ^  + A[Af] • V? 
V, 
l + a . V ,  
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[M] L [A] [Af]-' 
P [A] P-' 
(A.16) 
(A-17) 
where P is the right eigenvector matrix eind P ^ is the left eigenvector matrix for the 
inviscid conservative Jacobian A. 
2—D System of Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 
In two-dimensions, the transformation Jacobian matrix [Af] = ^ is given by 
[M] = 
1 0  0  0  
u p Q 0 
V 0 p 0 
1 
-
and the inverse of the trajisformation matrix [M] is 















V - h  
V - h  
V • h + c 












2i. —n-r 2 2 
JbL —n„ 2 2 
PC B£ 2 c 
(A.20) 
while the left eigenvector matrix for the same system is given by 
L-' = 
1 0 0 
-1 
C2 
0 fly 0 
0 rix TZy PC 




To obtain the right and left eigenvector matrices for the system in conservative variable 
form, multiplication by the transformation matrix is required. Therefore, the right 
eigenvector matrix for the system in conservative variable form is determined by 





^(u - cn^) 
(A.23) 
0 
" + CTlr) 
V -pTlx ^{V + Criy) - CUy) 
^ p{uny - VTir) + cV -n) ^{Ht -cV -h) 
and the left eigenvector matrix for the system in conservative variable form is determined 
by 
P-' = [M]-"- (A.24) 
As shown in Chapter 3, the discretized inviscid flux in the FDS scheme of Roe is 
given by 
[H.w]i = + • |ciS 
[H/J, = i[(f«+f')-P|A|iWl • 
(A.25) 
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where the chtiracteristic variable set = [L] is defined as 
Su n„ — Sv Tlx SW = 
•^+5un3; + SV Uy 
— Su Tlx — Sv PC * ^ 
where Sp, Su, Sv and Sp are the difference between the primitive vziriables to the right 
and left of the median dueii face. 
3—D System of Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 
In three-dimensions, the transformation Jacobian matrix [M] = ^ is given by 
[M] = 
1 0 0 0 0 
u p 0 0 0 
V 0 p 0 0 
w 0 0 p 0 
1 
— pu pv pw 























(7 — 1) 
The eigenvalues for the Euler equations in three-dimensions are given by 
(A.26) 
(A.27) 
A i  =  V - h  
A 2  =  V - h  
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Ag = V - h  
A 4  =  V - h  +  c  
A s  =  V - h - c  
The right eigenvector matrix for the system of equations in primitive variables is defined 
by 
[L] = 
rix ny Tlz 
0 -Tlz Tly 
n. 0 —n. 
—riy 0 












while the left eigenvector matrix for the same system is given by 
[L]-' = 
Tlx 0 Tlz Tly —Ht C2 
Tly -Tlz 0 Tlx — tig C2 
Tlz Tly -Tlx 0 —n-c2 
0 Tlx Tly Tlz PC 
0 -Tlx ~"7Zy -Tlz J_ PC 
(A.29) 
The right and left eigenvector matrices for the system in conservative variable form axe 
obtained by multiplying by the transformation Jacobian. Therefore, the right eigenvector 
matrix for the system in conservative variable form is determined to be 





uuy — pn, uTiz + priy 2c (u + crir) 





^(u - cn^) 
Tc^^ - <^y) 
- CTlz) WTix — priy wuy + prix 
^nr + pi3i ^nj, + p/?2 ^riz + p^z f^{Ht + cV-h) - cV • h) 
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where /3i = {vuz — wriy) , /?2 = {wux — uriz), ajid 03 = (uuy — un^) . 
The cheiracteristic variable set = {L]~^Aq, which is used ia the FDS scheme form 
of the inviscid fltix, is defined by 
5p tlx •{- 5v Uz — Sw Uy — 
5p Tly 4- Sw Tlx — 5u Tlz — 
= 5p nz + 5u Tly — 6v tlx — (A.30) 
•P:: + Su Tlx + Sv Tly + p c 
Su Tlx — Sv Tly — Sw Tl.  P c * y 
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APPENDIX B EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF 
THE PRECONDITIONED SYSTEM 
2—D Preconditioned System 
The transformation between the conservative variables set Q to the viscous primitive 
set is given by the transformation Jacobiein [M] eis 












R T 0 P 
-p f 
R r2 
-^-1 RT ^ pu pv p C p - ^  
The inverse of [M] is 
= I 
[M]-' = 

















The precoaditioning matrix for the flow equations in the primitive viscous set form is 
given by 
[r] = 
0 0 0 
p 0 0 
TR T 0 P 0 
r^-1 P^p 
t  R  T  
tt 
c  R  T  
V 
(B.3) 
The inverse of of the preconditioning matrix is 
[r]-^ = 
t R T  0 0 
- u  R T  R  T  0 
P P 
-V R T  0 R  T  
P P 
00 -u T  T P 







where /?o = T-. R T 
In this work, the system is solved using the conservative form of the equations. 
Therefore, to obtain the preconditioning matrix in conservative variable form, the above 
preconditioning matrix is post multiplied by the inverse of the transformation Jacobiaji 
as 




—2 u (3i 
u (/3i _ 1) -2 /?! + 1 
(A — 1) —2 uv 
-2vl3, 
—2 vu /3i 
-2 3i + 1 
2/?i 
2 u 01 
2v 01 
where /3i = (3-i= [7 + (t - 1) + , and + u^. 
The inverse of the preconditioning matrix is also required and is given by 
(rj-* = [iVf](r)-' (B.6) 
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[rd-^ = 
— V^ai 2 u (Ji 1 V (JX 
2 <7i + 1 2 UV (Ti 
2uv cr-i 2 cTi + 1 
U 
1 '• 
V (T\ . ^ L i 1. . 
+ w(l + VVi) u(l-t-V^(7i) 
—2 O"! 
—2 u a-i 
—2 V (Ti 
-V^ <7i 
where ai = and <72 
The eigenvalues for the two-dimensional preconditioned Euler equations axe 
A i  =  V - f i  
A a  =  V - n  
A 3  =  g - b  
A4 = 9 b 
where g = ^ {V • n)(7 -i- e), 6 = f, and c = 
The right eigenvector matrix for the preconditioned system in viscous set of primitive 
variables is defined by 
Lr = 
0 0 
c  p  R  
c  
c  p  R  
c  
-(-r-l)(V^-n)nx 
















while the left eigenvector matrix for the preconditioned system in the viscous set of 









61 p 711(01^2 - 0 P "y(^1^2 - 0 ^ « 




a = •«)(£-7) 
(5-6)-(l-«+^)(V-n) 
e^  =  ( g -b) - e { V - h )  
(5+6)-(l-£+^)(V'-n) 
<?^ = (^ + 6) - e( V • h) 
c _ (l-r)(l-0(V-n)^ 
^ mR 
The right eigenvector matrix in the conservative variable set form is determined to be 




• n 0 "J 





where Yi — ^— -{• —~— wnere xi — Tcl(-r-i) ^ aiir-r 
-P^x -fRT^c 
un^ - VTix) Xi 
-1  _  
iBX^c "yRT^c 
exm pni(a+6) —epu • prirfa—6) 
yRT^c RT^c -yRT^c RT^c 
epti pnv(a+6) —ipv • pnv(a—6) 
RX^c iRhc RT^c 
21 (y-n)(a+6)| iE.r_xl 
RTl cRT J' X2 — Tcl.(-r-I) 2RTy 
X 2  
(V-n)(a-6)i 
t (RT J-
3—D Preconditioned System 
The transformation between the conservative variables set Q  to the viscous primitive 








R T p 0 0 -P " R r2 
V 




R T 0 0 p 
—Z? W 
R r2 
R T  ' •  pu pv pw pCr,-^ 
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The inverse of [Af] is 























V . T  (^, 1 \u r ^\•IU T 













£ R T 
V 
£ R T 
w 
£ R T 
ML. 
0 0 0 0 
/? 0 0 0 
0 p 0 0 
0 0 p 0 
£ r ~ 1 p^ P^p 
The inverse of the preconditioning matrix is 
(B.12) 
[r]-^ = 









—•w R T g g R T 
P P 
—u T (n'—1) —u T (t—1) -w T (-r—I) T (-y—1) 













where /?o = (-r-l)^+(£-lh R T - c R T  1 p R 
In this work the system is solved using the conservative form of the equations. There­
fore, to obtain the preconditioning matrix in conservative vaxiable form, the above pre­
conditioning matrix is post multiplied by the inverse of the transformation Jacobian 
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as 
[Tc] = [r][M] -1 (B.13) 
[Tel 
/3i 
" 101 v'' -1) 
» C;3i -1) 
IB (^1 -1) 
ft -J r «t 
-2 u $i 
-2 v' 01 + 1 
—2 ou 
—2 wtt ;?! 
-2 « ^ 
—2 uo 
-2 X,' I3i +I 
•2 tov 
—2 w 
—2 uto 01 
—2 »t0 j3i 
-2 to' flx + I 
-[V + '" 
2 
2 tt ft 
2 r ft 
2 tu ft 
i + I + ft 
where /3i = 5^7-^, ^2= [7 + (7 - 1) + /?i], and = tx^ + 
The inverse of the preconditioning matrix is also required, and is given by 
[r,]-^ = [A/][r] -1 (B.I4) 
[TcJ-
- u <ri 
J" - tB e-i 
2 tt 0*1 
2 ffx + I 
2 ott 
2 tstt ^1 
2 V ai  
2 UV <T| 
2 o® 0-1 + I 
2 uro ^x 
. u(l + C*^<ri) o(l + \7'<r,) 
— - ^ T—* 
where ai = and o-j = [^ " 1 " ^  <^i] 
2 to O-x 
2 ttw 
2 ow ^x 
2 ut' o-i + I 
IB(1 + l7'<ri) 
-2 «ri 
—2 tt 
—2 o o^x 
—2 ur ^x 
a. 





V - h  
V - h  
V - h  
g - b  
g + b 
where g = ^ {V • n)(7 +  e), b =  f, and c = R T t \  
The right eigenvector matrix for the preconditioned system in the viscous set of primitive 
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variable form is defined by 
Lt = 
0  0  0  1  1  
v - h  0  0  -(o+5)Tlr 
e p RT 
(—o+6)nx 
£ p RT 
0  V - h  0  —(a+5)nv t p RT 
{-a+b)n„ 
c p RT 
0  0  V - h  -(a+6)ni c p RT 
(-o+6)nr 
e p RT 
T Uj; T Uy T riz 1-1 •y-l p 1 R P 1 R 
(B.15) 
while the left eigenvector matrix for the preconditioned system in the viscous set of 
primitive variables is given by 
= 
-(nr-l) Tlx -Tii ny —n-r nr n-^ 
-f p RT l^-n V^-n 9.n T 
-(Tf-l) ny —Tlx Tly —ny HI IbL 
t  p RT 9-h V-n v-n T 
-(Tf-1) nr 
-n-r TIT —ny n- ni^+Tiv^ Hr f p RT V^.n 9.n T 
(—a+6) -y—t V'-n (-|f—1) 
—Tlx t p RT —ny t p RT —III e p R T cpRi^-n 
2 6 -y 2 b 2 6 2 b 26 
-(-a—b) -t—e V-n f-/—1) nx c p R T ny c p R T n~ c p R T —tpRV-n 
2 6 nr 2 6 2 & 2 b 26 
where a = • n)(e — 7) and 6 = f • 
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APPENDIX C EVALUATION OF THE RESIDUAL 
JACOBIAN 
The implicit scheme is obtained by evaluating the residual, Ri, in Equation 3.21 at 
time level (n + 1) 
^Vi = (C.l) 
The residual which contains the inviscid ajid viscous spatial discretizations of the 
Navier-Stokes equations, is linezirized at time level (n) according to 
f l ? "  =  i J ?  + ( C - 2 )  
where AQ = and is the Jacobian matrix that arises from this linearization 
process. This Jacobian is a very laxge, sparse matrix, because the stencil of the high-order 
inviscid discretization is dependent upon the node and its first and second neighbors. 
To compute the Jacobian, the inviscid flow case is first assumed. Hence, at 
each control volume, the residual Ri is written as 
ft = x: (C.3) 
J=I 
For convenience, the subscript inv is dropped from now on. In the upwind FDS formu­
lation, the residual depends on the right and the left solution vectors, Ri = /{Qr, Ql)-
As a result, the term AQ is written as 
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First-Order Approximation 
The residual Jacobian in Equation C.5 is a very large sparse matrix, since the stencil 
of the high-order inviscid discretization is dependent on the node and its first «ind second 
neighbors. As a consequence, ea^ row in the residual Jacobiein matrix consists of a very 
large number of entries. To reduce the stencil and to save computer storage, only the 
first-order reconstruction approximation of the inviscid fluxes is used when considering 
the Jacobians. This approximation reduces the previous form to 
a^idQ^\ iLtdUjdQt. , 
dQ ^  ~ {dQL dQi * dQn dQt) [dQi. dQt dQ, ) 
where i, k, j, L and R subscripts are defined in Figure C.l. The use of a first-order 
approximation reduces Ql = Qi and Qr = Qk. Consequently, = 1 and = 0, 
while 1^ = 0 and = 1. As a result, the above equation reduces to aQk 








Figure C.l 2-D ceU-vertex control-volume 
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The first term on the right-heind-side of the above equation is the contribution j&rom 
all the dual faces that make up the control-volxmie with vertex i. The second term is 
the contribution from the nearest neighbors to the vertex i. 
At this point it should be stated that the first-order approximation will not affect the 
accuracy of the converged solution, since the left-hand-side of Equation 3.33 approaches 
zero at convergence. However, with this approximation, the consistency between the 
left- and right-hand sides is destroyed and the quadratic convergence rate is no longer 
possible. 
The next step in the derivation of the residual Jacobian is the evaluation of the terms 
da dlSL 
and In the current implementation, due to the complexity in linearizing the Roe 
scheme, the approximate forward and backward Jacobians from the flux vector splitting 
scheme (FVS) of Van Leer is used instead, as suggested by Batina [8]. In the following 
sections, the difficulties in evaluating the left-hand-side using the FDS scheme eire shown 
first. Later, two approximations, the central-difference and flxix vector splitting schemes, 
are considered. 
Evaluating LHS Using the FDS Scheme 
The inviscid flux for the FDS scheme at a dual face is given by 
Therefore, for a static mesh and using a first-order approximation, the flux Jacobian 
(C.7) 
is equal tc and is written as 
W - O  +  j l A I  .  | < i S |  (C.8) dQi .2 dQi 2 dQi 
dH • dH 
while the flux Jacobian is equal to and is given by 
(C.9) 
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From the above, it is evident that the evaluation of the flux Jacobians wUl reqiiire the 
evaluation of other Jacobians, namely, |^, and |^. This meikes the com­
putation expensive. Moreover, the last two terms are not easily detemuned. Therefore, 
an approximation to the flux difference splitting scheme is sought. 
Evaluating LHS Using the Central-difference Scheme 
The flux Jacobians can be computed by assumiag the central-difference type formu­
lations for the inviscid fluxes. Of course, the FDS scheme is still used in evaluating the 
residual on the right-hand-side. 
The central-difference flux is evciluated using 
[Hi,,], = i (f« + f) . |rf5|. (C.IO) 
Therefore, the flux Jacobians are 
dKj 
dQi 








This approximation is not expensive to compute. Unfortunately, using a central-difference 
approximation will not produce a diagonally dominant system. This causes a restriction 
on the numerical stability of the scheme. In other words, convergence at higher CFL 
values is not possible. 
Evaluating LHS Using the FVS Scheme 
To obtain unconditional stability, the flux Jacobians are computed by using the 
forward and backward Jacobians for the FVS scheme. Again, the residual on the right-
hand-side is still computed using the FDS scheme. 
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In the flux vector splitting of Van leer, the inviscid fltix is split in a one dimensionaJ 
fashion, in terms of the Mach number normal to the dual face, into a forward flux 
and a backward flux Hj as 
H j  =  H t  +  H J  (C.13) 
where for subsonic flows the Jacobian matrix of contains non-negative eigenvalues 
while the Jacobian matrix of HJ contains non-positive eigenvalues. 












where the flux Jacobians = A"*" • dSj ajid -g^ = A~ • dSj . Therefore, to evaluate 
A"'" and A~, the exact differentiation of the forward and backward fluxes can be carried 
out. However, the exact differentiation can be avoided when constructing A"*" and A~. 
This is accomplished by employing the fact that A"'" contains non-negative eigenvalues 
while A~ contains non-positive eigenvalues. Therefore, the following approximation is 
applied 
A+ = PA+P-^ A" = PA-P-^ 
where P and P~^ are the right and left eigenvectors for the flux Jacobian A = ^. The 
matrix A"*" is a diagonal matrix that contains only the positive eigenvalues, while matrix 
A" is a diagonal matrix that contains only the negative eigenvalues. 
Addition of Viscous Jacobians to LHS 
The viscous flux at a dual face j is defined by 
= (^Ey i + Fv • (dSr i + dSy 3) (C.16) 
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When the viscous fluxes axe included, the residual Jacobian is given by 
= g AC + g AQ (C.17, 
The Jacobiaji from the inviscid fluxes has been discussed in the previous section. Here, 
the contribution from the viscous fluxes to the residueJ Jacobian, is 
described. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the first-derivatives of u, v and T are evaluated at the 
dual face with the aid of the gradient theorem on the traingle that surrounds the duzil 
face, as shown in Figure C.l. Therefore, the viscous flux at a dual face j is 
related to the three vertices of the triangle surrounding it. Accordingly, the viscous flux 
Jacobian is written as 
Assuming the first-derivatives of u, u and T are functions of the conservative state 
variables at vertices i, k, and rp only, the following is defined 
0  m ^ i  dQi _ 
dQra 
and the flux Jacobian at a given dual face j is reduced to 
+ fo +  ^ &:Ji + o)AO, + (o + o + ®^lA(3 
(C.19) 
dQk J \ dQ irp rp 
rp 
rp 
It should be noted that the above viscous flux Jacobian is written for the right-branch 
dueil face. A similar expression can be written for the left-branch dual face as 
=  ( W )  + ( ^ )  + ( ^ )  
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At this point, the exact expression for the viscous flux Jacobian at a dual face j  and 
with respect to a vertex i can be written as 
= (Ay •hj; + By- Uy) |c/5[^. 
where Au ajid B^ axe the viscous Jacobians. Similar expressions can be written for 
, and The viscous Jacobians in two-dimensions are given by dQlp 
A, = 
0 0 0 0 
2 jLr-oflzl 4. £iil^ 
3 /ie ^ 9r 9y ^ 
4 9(^) 
3 He dx 
2 u 9(7) 
3 He 9y 0 




Re dx 0 






'3 Re I dx 





"^3 ~ "(3^) ay ai ReRPrMl 






Re R Pr dx 
B, = 
0 
,  3(i) ,  
flcv ai + 
2 J£_/_9 
3 i?c ^ " dy 
where: 
^5— p'^tfy+"(3^)( 2 a(f) .  9(t)  
T^6 = ir^ + u(^) fie' dy 





Re R Pr dy 
X-=iT p^yy^^ \3Re '  dy  ^^^Re 'dx  ReRPrMl ,  
3(1) 
dy 
T8 = 9(i) 
^ ~ Re R Pr Mg, dy 
(C.20) 
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